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1. SUMMARY 
A breakthrough has been achieved in the computational modeling 
of the work functions and emissive properties of B- and M-type 
cathodes. With reasonable assumptions for the bare metal work 
functions and a change in the structure of the BaO overlayer from 
square networks for cubic substrates to equi-triangular networks 
for hexagonal substrates, minimum work functions at 1200 K of 1.95 
eV for BaO/W, 1.79 eV for BaO/lr-W, and 1.75 eV for BaO/Os-W have 
been obtained that are in excellent agreement with experiment. 
Based on these results, a microscopic explanation is presented for 
the improved emission from alloy relative to tungsten cathode 
surfaces, which has been one of the long outstanding questions in 
thermionic cathode research. Other surfaces investigated with 
quasirelativistic cluster calculations include K and Cs on W(100) 
and Ba on W(100) and W(110) . 
A cluster embedding approach has been developed and applied to 
the simulation of the bulk environment in Wand the surface 
environment of 0 on W. Densities of states have been generated for 
both systems, wh~ch show that an embedded W atom acquires bulk 
character and that the dominant features in inverse photoemission 
spectra of O/W(100) at room and elevated temperatures can be 
described. 
The adsorption geometries of Ba and BaO on W(100) have been 
determined from a comparison of inverse photoemission spectra with 
fully relativistic embedded cluster calculations. Very good 
agreement is obtained between the observed two-dimensional band 
structures and calculated densities of unoccupied states. The 
height of Ba above the W(100) surface is found to be approximately 
2.38 A, and Ba and 0 are adsorbed on W(100) at room temperature at 
alternate fourfold hollow sites. 
Initial calculations for models of scandate surfaces show that 
the surface dipoles for Sc and 0 on Ware small, but change 
dramatically when Ba is added, in which case low work functions are 
expected. For SC/W(100) , the change in the observed band structure 
from half to full monolayer coverage is well described by cluster 
calculations. 
For the YBa2Cu307 superconductor, a comparison has been made 
between non-, quasi-, and fully relativistic Xa cluster results. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
The explanation of the emission enhancement in dispenser 
cathodes, an understanding of the mechanism for h1gh emission from 
scandate surfaces, and the determination of the geometrical and 
electronic structure of cathode surfaces under operating conditions 
are among the chief questions in thermionic cathode research. 
Significant accomplishments have been achieved in these areas 
during the course of the present theoretical study. While some 
previous attempts had been made to explain the observed enhancement 
of emission in alloy cathodes, they all failed to provide a 
consistent description of the whole spectrum of low-work-funct1on 
surfaces. Most of the ideas were based on empirical data or 
cons1derations for pure substrate metals, and did not take into 
account any effects due to different crystal structures and alloy 
formation, which are much more difficult to address. It is, 
however, the alloy substrate or the combined Ba-Sc-O surface 
complex that provides the best emission, better than either of its 
components. 
W1th the present computational cluster approach, different 
crystal structures and alloys have been explicitly investigated 
from f1rst principles for the first time. These studies have 
provided the long awaited explanation for the emission enhancement 
in dispenser cathodes, and have enabled the determination of 
adsorpt1on geometries by comparison of calculated densities of 
states with photoemission experiments. The theoret1cal approach 1S 
currently being further refined to achieve even better predict1ve 
accuracy. This is required because detailed information about the 
atomic surface structure is not available in most cases. 
This report is organized as follows: The results for B- and 
M-type dispenser cathodes and the microscopic origin of the 
emiss10n enhancement are discussed first. Some add1tional results 
for other low-work-function surfaces and the embedding approach are 
descr1bed next. The comparison of inverse photoemission spectra 
with fully relativistic embedded cluster results leads to the 
determination of the adsorption geometries of Ba and BaO on W(lOO) . 
A series of calculations in preparation for the study of scandate 
surfaces is then presented, followed by results for the electronic 
structure of O/W(lOO} and the YBa2Cu30 7 superconductor. A critical 
assessment and references conclude the first part of this report. 
The major results have been described in several publicat1ons. 
Copies of five of these journal articles are attached and form the 
second part of the report. 
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3. EMISSION ENHANCEMENT IN DISPENSER 
CATHODES 
One of the major accomplishments of the present theoretical 
study was a microscopic explanation of the emission enhancement in 
alloy relative to tungsten dispenser cathodes. This achievement 
became possible because (a) a theoretical approach for the 
calculation of work-function curves based on the depolarization of 
surface dipoles had been developed, and (b) the dependence of the 
dipole properties of BaO on various substrates with different 
crystal structures has been investigated explicitly for the first 
time. 
The results are described in two publications which are 
attached to this report. In "Theoretical Modeling of Dispenser 
Cathode Emission Properties" (IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, pp. 
399-402, 1991) the general approach is described and results are 
presented for BaO on Pt, W, Os, and Os-W. In "Mechanism of 
Emission Enhancement in Barium Dispenser Cathodes" (Proc. Tri-
Service/NASA Cathode Workshop, pp. 96-100, 1992) the above systems 
are supplemented by the Re and Ir alloys of W, and the temperature 
dependence of the substrate metal work functions is included. 
Excellent results have been obtained for the work functions of BaO 
on the hexagonal alloy surfaces relative to BaO on cubic Wand Pt. 
In this section, the major results are highlighted and 
additional supporting data are presented. The calculations are 
based on Xcx scattered-wave programs developed by Case and Yang 
(1980) and Cook and Case (1989). Quasirelativistic calculations 
have been carried out to investigate the surface electron1c 
structure of BaO adsorbed on body-centered-cubic (bcc) W(100) and 
W(110), face-centered-cubic (fcc) Pt(lll), hexagonal-close-packed 
(hcp) Os (1010) , and Re, Os, and Ir alloys of W with the hcp crystal 
structure. For the Os-W system, a W-rich and an Os-rich substrate 
cluster have been considered. 
The substrate is modeled with clusters which typically 
contain about 20 atoms in three layers. Surface-dipole properties 
are then calculated for clusters with 2 and 3 units of BaO, which 
1S assumed to be adsorbed in an upright position in all cases. As 
an example, the [BaO] 2(3) /OS21 cluster is shown in Fig. 1. Ba 
heights above the surface of 6.0 a o for W(100), 7.39 a o for W(110), 
and 6.9 a o for Pt(lll) and all (1010) surfaces are employed._ A 
Ba-O separation of 4.9 ao 1S used for W (100) and all (1010) 
surfaces, 4.95 a o for W(110), and 5.1 a o for Pt(lll). (1 ao = 1 Bohr 
radius = 0.5292 A). These geometries are based on suggestions by 
Tuck et al. (1986). 
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FIGURE 1. [BaO] :Z(3)/OS21 cluster. 
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The calculated surface dipoles (~) and net atomic charges (q) 
on Ba and 0 for the different systems are given in Table I. The 
surface dipoles increase in the series of BaO on bcc W(100) to the 
hcp (1010) surfaces and fcc Pt (111) . The net charges on Ba 
~ncrease as well, while the net charges on 0 become smaller. 
The decrease in the surface dipole per BaO from the clusters 
with 2 as compared to 3 BaO units is caused by the depolar~zation 
of the dipoles at smaller separations (higher coverages) and used 
to calculate the polarizability a of the charge distribution at a 
BaO s~te, according to 
a = ll~ / f , 
where ll~ = ~o - ~f is the change in the surface dipole and 
f = 4/3 ~o / (r2 +rz2 ) 3/2 
is the additional dipole field present in the cluster with the 
higher surface coverage; r is the Ba-Ba distance and r z = ~o/(2q~a) 
is 1/2 of the dipole length of the initial surface dipole. Atom~c 
units are used in these equations, i.e., 1 a.u. (polarizability) = 
0.1482 A3 and 1 a.u. (dipole moment) = 2.542 Debyes. By using the 
same substrate cluster, the effects of cluster size and shape on a 
are minim~zed. As a major result it is found that the polariz-
ability exhibits a minimum for hcp substrates (see Table II below) . 
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TABLE I. 
Initial and final dipole moments ~ (Debyes) per BaO and for the 
substrate clusters, net atomic charges q (electrons) on Ba and 0, 
and interatomic distances rBa-Sa (Bohrs) for BaO on different 
substrates from quasirelativistic Xa calculations. 
Cluster JL (D) qBa (e) qO (e) rBa-Ba (ao) 
Ba20 2/W19 (100) [JLo=] 3l.2 1.63 [=qoBa] - 0 . 51 [=qoO] 1l.96 
Ba30 3/W19 (100) [JLf=] 18.0 l. 25/0.86 -0.60/-0.74 5.98 
W19 (100) [JLsub=] 0.0 
Ba20 2/W23 (110) 43.7 l.60 -0.53 11.96 
Ba30 3/W23 (110) 25.7 l. 32/0.99 -0.66/-0.77 5.98 
W23 (110) 0.0 
Ba202/RellW10 (1010) 4l.4 l. 69 -0.40 10.44 
Ba303/RellW10 (10IO) 25.4 l. 23/l. 07 -0.47/-0.56 5.22 
RellW10 (1010) 19.3 
Ba202/WllOS10 (1010) 38.4 l.68 -0.40 10.36 
Ba303/WllOS10 (10IO) 23.3 l. 21/l. 06 -0.45/-0.57 5.18 
WllOS10 (1010) 14.2 
Ba202/0s11W10 (1010) 4l.1 1. 70 -0.39 10.36 
Ba303/0S11W10 (10IO) 25.0 l. 22/l. 06 -0.45/-0.58 5.18 
OSllW10 (1010) 19.9 
Ba20 2/Os21 (1010) 40.5 l. 71 -0.38 10.36 
Ba30 3/Osn (10IO) 25.7 l. 28/l.13 -0.46/-0.59 5.18 
OSn (1010) 17.6 
Ba202/IrllW10 (10IO) 43.1 l. 71 -0.36 10.48 
Ba303/IrllW10 (10,!0) 27.5 l. 27 /l. 09 -0.43/-0.60 5.24 
IrllW10 (1010) 22.1 
Ba202/Pt16 (111) 5l. 9 l. 82 -0.24 9.06 
Ba20 2/Pt12 (111) 34.5 1.15 -0.27 6.04 
Pt16 (111) 0.0 
Pt12 (111) 10.7 
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Work-function curves are then obtained from the equat~on 
4> = 4>0 - 1. 88 e~on / (1+ccxn3 / 2 ) 
where n ~s the coverage (in 1015 atoms/cm2 ) and c a constant which 
depends on the geometrical structure of the BaO overlayer and the 
validity of the point-dipole approximation that is used to 
calculate the field of the dipole network. The constant c has been 
adjusted such that the minimum work function for BaO/W(100) equals 
2.0 eV, which yields c=2.41. By assuming that a square network of 
dipoles forms on cubic substrates and an equi-triangular network on 
hexagonal substrates, the constants c for the two cases are related 
by c hex = 11/9 ccubl.c' and the dimension of nhex is 2/13 ncubl.c' It 
should be noted that only the work function change ~4> = 4> - 4>0 ~s 
obta~ned from calculated properties and that the minimum work 
functions depend cr~t~cally on the bare metal work functions 4>0 of 
the different crystal faces considered. Since thermionic cathodes 
are operated at elevated temperatures, estimated values of 4>0 at 
operat~ng temperature are used. 
The bare metal work functions 4>0 given ~n Table II for a 
temperature of 1200 K are based on the emp~rical temperature 
dependenc~es of the polycrystalline work functions for the pure 
metals, which are as follows: 
W 4>0 (T) = 4.52 + 0.6 x 10-4 T 
Re 4>0 (T) = 4_93 + 0.4 x 10-4 T 
Os 4>o(T) = 5.43 - 3.9 x 10-4 T 
Ir 4>0 (T) = 5.4 - 0.3 x 10-4 T 
Pt 4>0 (T) = 5.3 + 2.0 x 10-4 T 
Since work functions for the (1010) face of Os and the alloy 
substrates are not known, the following procedure has been used_ 
For the alloy substrates, first the averages of the polycrystalline 
metal work functions at 1200 K have been determined and then all 
work functions for the hcp substrates have been increased by 0_22 
eV to account for the differences between the polycrystall~ne and 
(1010) values, as taken from the observed increase for hcp rhenium_ 
W~ th these cho~ces of 4>0 and an assumed change ~n the 
geometrical structure of the BaO overlayer, the calculated min~mum 
work functions for the alloy cathodes are in excellent agreement 
with expectation. As shown in Table II and Fig. 2, the Os-Wand 
Ir-W systems have a minimum work function that is up to 0.2 eV 
lower than for BaO/W, while 4>m for BaO/Pt is 0_4 eV higher_ An 
increase in the surface concentration of W in the Os-W system, 
denoted in Table II as W-Os, gives rise to an increase ~n 4>m from 
1.75 eV to 1_82 eV, which is consistent with the observed emission 
degradation with ~ncreasing life of Os-W based cathodes. 
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TABLE II. 
Calculated initial surface dipoles ~o(D), polarizabilities a(A3 ) , 
work-function data 4> (eV) at 1200 K, optimum coverages nm (10 15 
atoms/cm2 ), and Ba binding energies EBa(eV) for BaO on W, Os, Pt, 
and different alloys. 4>m for BaO/W(100) has been adjusted(*) . 
System Lattice 
BaO/W (100) 
BaO/W(l10) 
BaO/W(poly) 
BaO/Re-W(1010) 
BaO/W-Os(1010) 
BaO/Os-W (1010) 
BaO/Os (1010) 
BaO/Ir-W (1010) 
BaO/Pt(lll) 
bcc 
bcc 
bcc 
hcp 
hcp 
hcp 
hcp 
hcp 
fcc 
J.Lo 
3l.2 
43.7 
(3l.2) 
4l.4 
38.4 
4l.1 
40.5 
43.1 
5l. 9 
a 
16.6 
23.8 
(16.6) 
15.4 
14.1 
15.1 
13.7 
15.1 
27.8 
4>0 
4.65 
5.33 
4.6 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.2 
5.2 
5.5 
-2.65 
-2.92 
-2.65 
-3.23 
-3.18 
-3.25 
-3.42 
-3.41 
-3.13 
2.00* 
2.41 
l. 95 
l. 77 
l. 82 
l. 75 
l. 78 
l. 79 
2.37 
0.14 
0.11 
0.14 
0.14 
0.15 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
0.10 
5.4 
4.8 
-4.8 
5.9 
5.8 
6.0 
6.5 
6.1 
3.6 
Estimates for the Ba binding energies have been calculated 
from the clusters with the higher surface coverage using the simple 
dipole expression 
where qavBa is the average net charge on Ba and ~f 1= (3J.Lf-J.Lsub) /3 the 
surface dipole corrected for the substrate dipole. The reasoning 
behlnd this modification is that the Ba binding energy is 
determined by the charge transfer from Ba to the substrate and the 
correspondlng dipole length rdl.pBa , and that it should not be 
affected by any preexisting charge transfer in the substrate. The 
interaction of the surface dipoles, on the other hand, is expected 
to be affected by properties of the substrate. If ~o and ~f were 
also corrected for ~sub for the determination of the polarizability 
and work-function data, the effect of the substrate would be 
largely lost. Indeed, very similar surface dipoles and almost 
identical work functions of about 2.0 eV would be obtained for all 
alloy systems. 
It is possible that the calculated surface dipoles are too 
large. This is in part related to the nonzero ~sub and to the fact 
that a finite cluster has a higher "work function" than a surface. 
Because a is calculated from the change in the surface dipole at 
higher coverage on the same substrate cluster, J.Lo and a are 
affected to a similar extent, and the calculated work-function 
changes are found to be highly reliable. 
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FIGURE 2. 
Calculated work-function curves for B- and M-type cathodes. 
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While f.Lo determines the initial slope of the work-
function/coverage curve, the polarizability a governs the strength 
of the dipole interaction. A smaller value of a leads to a smaller 
depolarization and a lower final work function. The smaller 
polariza~ility of the surface dipole on hexagonal substrates with 
the (1010) orientation as compared to cubic substrates is, 
therefore, responsible for the lOWering of the work function from 
B- to M-type cathodes and provides the long-awaited microscopic 
explanation for the emission enhancement that is observed for 
coated and mixed-metal cathodes. The optimum for OS-W cathodes 
results from the combination of a sufficiently large initial 
surface dipole f.Lo, a small polarizabil1ty a, and a not too high 
initial bare metal work function $0' 
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4. INTERACTION OF K.Cs.Ba WITH TUNGSTEN 
In order to investigate the accuracy of the cluster approach 
as it has been used so far, quasirelativistic Xa cluster 
calculations have been carried out for K/W(100) , Cs/W(100) , and Ba 
on W(100) and W(110), because more detailed experimental data are 
available for these systems than for the more complicated BaO/W-
alloy cathode surfaces. 
The calculated surface-dipole properties and work-function 
data for K/W(100) with different K-surface distances are given in 
Table III. Clusters with 2 or 3 K atoms on W19 were used. The 
work- function/ coverage curves are shown in Fig. 3. The best 
agreement between theory and experiment is obtained for a height of 
K above the surface of R = 4.5 a o. The calculated work-function 
minimum, 4>m = 1.70 eV, is in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental values of 1.83 and 1.88 eV, and the K surface 
coverage, nm = 0.28 X 1015 atoms/cm2 , falls in between the 
experimental values of 0.22 and 0.36 X 1015 atoms/cm2 , which 
apparently have a large uncertainty. 
TABLE III. 
Initial net charges on potassium qoK(electrons) , initial and final 
surface dipoles ~o and ~f(D), polarizabilities a(A3 ) , work-function 
data 4> (eV) , and optimum coverages ~ (1015 atoms/cm2 ) for K/W (100) from 
quas1relat1vistic Xa calculations with different heights R(ao) of 
potassium above the surface and from experiments. 
K/W (100) qoK ~o ~f a 4>0 ~4> 4>m nm 
R = 3.0 0.68 11. 7 9.0 8.3 4.65 -1. 58 3.07 0.22 
R = 4.0 0.81 14.8 12.4 6.1 4.65 -2.45 2.20 0.26 
R = 4.5 0.86 16.6 14.3 5.5 4.65 -2.95 1. 70 0.28 
Expt. (SG, 1966) 11.5 4.1* 4.65 -2.48 2.17 0.34 
Expt. (FS, 1971) 13.5 4.65 -2.77 1. 88 0.22 
Expt. (BBM, 1975) 9.7 1.83 0.36 
* The quoted value of a (4.1 ) was used to calculate the work-
function data. It is related to the experimental value by a = 
a exp /8.46 due to the different choice of the parameter c in the 
depolarization formula. 
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FIGURE 3. 
Calculated work-function/coverage curves for K/W(100) 
with different heights R(ao) of K above the surface. 
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A comparison of the experimentally determined initial surface 
dipoles ~o, which range from 9.7 to 13.5 Debyes, with the 
calculated value of 16.6 Debyes at R = 4.5 a o indicates, however, 
that the calculated ~o (and a) is somewhat too large. This 1S 
likely related to that fact that the finite substrate cluster has 
a higher "work function" than the real surface, which results in a 
larger charge transfer from the adsorbate to the cluster. One 
possibility to correct this problem is to align the cluster Fermi 
level with the work function of the surface. This may be 
accomplished by adding constant potentials in the atomic spheres of 
the substrate cluster. Another possibility is to investigate 
clusters with a significantly larger number of surface atoms, which 
is explored next. 
For Cs/W(100) , a large substrate cluster with 25 first-layer 
and 4 second-layer W atoms (CS/W29 ) has been investigated to 
determine the initial surface dipole ~o. Earlier results (Muller, 
1994) with substrate clusters consisting of three W layers, up to 
10 W surface atoms and 2 Cs atoms gave values for ~ which decreased 
from 19.1 to 17.7 Debyes with increasing cluster size and had not 
yet converged. 
TABLE IV. 
Total cluster dipoles ~, substrate cluster dipoles ~sub of the bare 
substrate clusters, and adsorbate-related dipoles ~Cs=~-~s~ (Debyes) 
for Cs/W(100) from quasirelativistic Xa calculations. 
= 42.99 
CS/W sphere radii J.Ls~ = 31.91 ~Cs = 11.08 
standard radii ~s~ = 31.70 ~CS = 11.29 
Similar to the results for K/W(100) , the dipole moments 
obtained earlier for Cs/W(100) were somewhat higher than the range 
of experimental values (13.3-17.7 Debyes). It was therefore 
expected that the larger CS/W29 cluster would give a better result. 
Surprisingly, the dipole moment of CS/W29 was calculated to be 
-43 D, which is 2-3 times larger than the experimental values. 
This discrepancy was, however, read1ly resolved by realizing that 
the W29 substrate cluster, which is unsymmetrical in the direction 
perpendicular to the surface, has a very large dipole moment of its 
own. By subtracting the substrate dipole, ~s~ - 32 D, from the 
total cluster dipole, ~ - 43 D, the Cs-related dipole ~Cs is found 
to be - 11 D. The result that ~cs is now somewhat smaller than the 
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exper~mental values may be related to the fact that the CS/W29 
cluster contains only 2 substrate layers while the earlier clusters 
contained 3 layers, and 2 layers are probably not sufficient. 
Results for Ba on W(100) and W(110) are g~ven in Table V. For 
the standard Ba/W(100) system, a W19 substrate cluster has been 
employed with either 2 or 3 adsorbed Ba atoms. For the data 
indicated by *, different substrate clusters have been used for 
different Ba coverages, which is the approach that was taken 
previously (Muller, 1994). In the latter case, Ba2/W24 and Ba3 /W19 
were used for W(100), and Ba2/W30 and Ba3 /W23 for W(110). The 
polarizability a was calculated by considering all dipole 
interactions in the cluster with the higher surface coverage, which 
led to a somewhat larger value (2.7) for the parameter c. Table V 
shows that the difference in treatment for Ba/W(100) has a 
negligibly small effect on the work-function results. The 
calculated Ba coverage for Ba/W(100) at the work-function minimum 
is, however, much smaller than expected. For a Ba height of 5.0 a o 
on W(110) very similar results are obtained. 
In the future, it is planned to consider two-dimensional 
arrays of adsorbates on substrate clusters with up to 3 layers. 
This is expected to correct the deficiencies of the results from 
one-dimensional arrays of adsorbates with respect to the optimum Ba 
coverages. 
TABLE V. 
Initial net charges on barium ~~a(electrons), initial and final 
surface dipoles ~o and ~f(D), polarizabilities a(A3), work-function 
data ~(eV), and optimum coverages ~(1015 atoms/cm2 ) for Ba/W(100) 
and Ba/W(110) from quas~relativistic Xa calculations with d1fferent 
heights R(ao) of barium above the surface and from experiments. 
System R qoBa ~o ~f a ~o f1~ ~m nm 
Ba/W (100) 4.5 1.33 21.8 12.8 14.4 4.65 -2.04 2.61 0.15 
Ba/W(100)* 4.5 1. 30 20.5 12.8 11. 8 4.65 -2.03 2.62 0.16 
Expt. (LK, 1992) 4.63 -2.00 2.63 0.50 
Expt. (HS, 1968) 4.66 -2.10 2.56 
Ba/W(110)* 5.0 1.42 33.2 21. 0 15.9 5.33 -2.69 2.64 0.13 
Expt. (HS, 1968) 5.13 -2.17 2.96 
* Different clusters were used for different coverages (c=2.7), see 
text. 
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5. SIMULATION OF CLUSTER ENVIRONMENT 
The embedding scheme for Xa scattered-wave cluster 
calculations has been further developed and tested for the 
slmulation of the bulk environment of a W tungsten atom in a bcc Wg 
cluster. This represents a particularly stringent test case Slnce 
only one shell of nearest neighbors is present and also because 
these atoms all occupy surface positions in the cluster. 
Three different fully relativistic calculations will be 
compared for this purpose. The first one is a conventional cluster 
calculation with standard atomic sphere radii and different atomic 
potentials for the inner atom and the eight equivalent outer atoms. 
In the second calculation, the sphere radii of the outer atoms are 
set equal to the radius of the inner atom (all Ra=R~). In the third 
calculation, in addition to the radii, the potentials of the outer 
atoms are set equal to the potential of the inner atom (all Vo=V~) . 
The only atomic potential to be determined in this case is thus V~, 
which is transferred to all outer atoms at each iteration and 
varied until a self-consistent solution is found. The inner atom 
1S thereby embedded in a shell of atoms with identical potentials, 
as is the case in the bulk, but without long-range periodicity. 
The results for the atomic charges (q), energies of the 
highest occupied state (€~), and the two dominant peaks (E) in the 
density of states below the Fermi level are given in Table VI. 
TABLE VI. 
Net atomic charges q (electrons) for inner (WJ and outer (Wo) 
tungsten atoms of a body-centered-cubic Wg cluster with and without 
modified atomic sphere radii and potentials, differences of the 
electronic charges with1n the atomic spheres ~Q=Q(Wi)-Q(Wo)' 
energies €_x (eV) of the highest occupied state, and energies E 
(eV) of the two dominant peaks below the Fermi level. 
Radii Potentials q(WJ q (Wo) ~Q €max E 
Standard Vo~V~ -0.37 +0.05 -0.46 -5.07 -3.7/-3.0 
All Ro=R~ Vo~V~ -1. 93 +0.24 -1. 73 -5.95 -3.3/-3.0 
All Ro=Ri All Vo=V~ -0.28 +0.04 -0.13 -8.73 -3.0/-2.3 
FLAPW Calc. (JF,1984) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) -3.3/-2.0 
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The difference between the charges on the two atoms increases 
strongly for the calculation with identical radii, but falls back 
below the standard case for the calculation wlth identical radll 
and potentials. Because the net charges (q) contain large 
partitioned contributions from the electrons in the intersphere 
volume and because there is a large disparity between the 
environment of the inner and outer atoms, the difference in the 
charges in the atomic spheres, ~Q, is probably a better indicator 
of the balance in the charge distribution. For the embedded 
calculation this difference is -0.13 electrons in favor of the 
central atom, i.e., reasonably small. ~Q and q are, of course, 
zero in the bulk. The energy of the highest occupied state (a_x) 
decreases with increasing bulk character, as expected. 
The calculated densities of states (DOS) for the inner and 
outer W atoms in Wg are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The 
insert in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 is the calculated DOS for bulk 
bcc tungsten from the solid-state FLAPW calculation by Jansen and 
Freeman (1984). It shows two relatively sharp peaks at -3.3 and 
-2.0 eV and a broader feature near -5.5 eV. All of the cluster 
results exhibit this general pattern in the DOS below the Fermi 
level (EF ) , with the standard calculation giving almost the best 
match with respect to the intensity pattern. A close inspection of 
the energies E of the two major peaks in Table VI, however, clearly 
identifles the embedded calculation as the one with the best 
overall agreement. The DOS for the outer atoms, shown in Fig. 5, 
all exhibit characteristic surface patterns, with a prominent 
surface peak just below and large density near EF , in spite of the 
fact that the radius and potential of the embedded atom has been 
used in the second and third calculation, respectively. 
In summary, the embedding of the central W atom in Wg with a 
minimum environment of eight outer atoms proved to be qulte 
successful for the description of the bulk tungsten environment. 
Contributions from this environment must, however, be excluded when 
computing the properties of the embedded system, since the total 
DOS for the entire cluster would have been dominated by surface 
features origlnating from the outer atoms. 
The logical extension at this point would be the use of larger 
clusters, but then a solid-state band structure calculation could 
Just as well be carried out with a similar effort and higher 
accuracy. The cluster embedding approach is much more useful ln 
surface situations where band structure calculations are more 
difficult to do and the embedding in only two dimensions requires 
far fewer additional atoms than in the bulk. In cases where it is 
necessary to go beyond standard solid-state techniques, for example 
for the correct treatment of electron correlation or spin-orbit 
interaction and excited states, the cluster approach represents the 
only option. 
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FIGURE 4. 
Densities of states for the inner "bulk" W atom 1n W9 for the 
different calculations characterized in Table VI. 
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FIGURE 5. 
Densities of states for the outer W atom in W9 for the 
different calculations characterized in Table VI. 
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6. GEOMETRY OF Ba AND BaO ON WelOO> 
The presence of localized unoccupied Ba Sd states has been 
utilized to determine the geometry of adsorbed Ba and BaO on 
W(100). This has been achieved by comparing observed densities of 
unoccupied states using inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPS) 
with results from fully relativistic embedded cluster calculations. 
The IPS experiments were carried out by A. Lamouri and I.L. 
Krainsky. The measurements were performed in the isochromat mode 
by collecting photons at a fixed photon energy while varying the 
energy of the incoming electrons produced by a low-energy gun. IPS 
spectra were taken at different angles of electron incidence by 
rotating the sample, and angularly resolved spectra were obtained 
along two symmetry l1nes of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ). 
Ba and BaO adsorption on W(100) was modeled using a W2s (16,9) 
substrate cluster which contains a 4x4 atom surface layer and a 3x3 
atom subsurface layer. Ba is assumed to be adsorbed above 
alternate fourfold hollow sites of the surface layer, creating a 
centered (2x2) overlayer. For Ba and 0 adsorption, two different 
configurations have been considered (see Fig. 6): tilted, in which 
o 1S adsorbed above the vacant fourfold hollow sites, and upr1ght, 
in which 0 is adsorbed directly below Ba. 
FIGURE 6. 
Cluster models for a c(2x2) layer of Ba and 0 on W(lOO) in the 
(a) tilted and (b) upright configurations. (c) illustrates the 
surface Brillouin zone of the clean W(lOO) surface (solid square) 
and that of the c(2x2) Ba or BaO on W(lOO) system (dashed square) . 
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6.1 Ba/W(100) 
Fully and quasirelativistic calculations have been carried out 
for Ba/W(100) with consideration of different levels of embedding 
of the central atoms in the employed cluster. The embedding is 
achieved by surrounding the "inner" Ba/Ws (4,l) cluster with an 
additional shell of atoms in each layer, which leads to a 
Bas /W2s (16,9) cluster. In embedded calculations, sphere radii and 
potentials are used for the outer atoms that are identical to those 
of the inner atoms in each layer. In a second set of calculations 
the modified sphere radii (but not potentials) are retained, and ~n 
the standard approach different sphere radii and potentials are 
used for all non symmetry-related atoms. 
The computed surface dipoles and net atomic charges on Ba for 
the different calculat~ons of BaS/W2S are given in Table VII. Fully 
relativistic embedded results have been obtained for three 
different heights of Ba above the surface. Both the surface dipole 
and the net charge on Ba are found to increase with increasing 
height of Ba above the surface. The comparison of the results for 
the different levels of embedding shows that the surface dipoles 
TABLE VII. 
Surface dipoles ~ (Debyes) and net atomic charges q (electrons) on 
the inner/outer Ba atoms for BaS/W2S clusters with different heights 
R (Bohrs) of Ba above the surface and at different levels of 
calculation. 
Fully relativistic 
embedded 
embedded 
embedded 
modified rad~i 
standard 
Quasirelativistic 
embedded 
modified radii 
standard 
R (ao) 
4.69 
4.50 
4.31 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
[2.48 
[2.38 
[2.28 
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A] 
A] 
A] 
~ (D) 
33.8 
30.3 
26.8 
43.9 
31. 0 
51. 6 
63.6 
55.3 
qBa (e) 
1.12/0.50 
1.07/0.45 
1. 02/0.41 
0.57/0.52 
0.45/0.45 
1. 20/1. 34 
0.67/1.02 
0.58/1. 01 
(but not the net charges on the inner Ba atoms) are fairly similar 
for the embedded and standard calculations I while the dipole 
moments are larger for the calculations with modified radii. The 
dipole moments are also significantly larger for the set of 
quasirelativistic calculations which assign a much higher net 
charge to the outer Ba atoms. 
FIGURE 7. 
Fully relativistic DOS for an ordered c(2x2) Ba layer on W(100) for 
three different Ba heights above the surface. The total DOS are re-
presented by solid lines and the Ba contributions by dashed l~nes. 
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Densities of occupied and unoccupied electronic states (DOS) 
have been generated from the fully relativistic results for the 
inner Ba and W surface atoms with heights of Ba above the surface 
of 2.28/ 2.38/ and 2.48 A. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The 
DOS below 2 eV are very similar in all cases and show only very 
small Ba contributions (as indicated by dashed lines) below the 
Fermi level (EF). The DOS above Ey exhibits approximately equal 
contributions of Ba and W up to 2.5 eV and a dominant Ba 5d peak 
near 3 eV. The location of this peak shifts toward Ey with 
increasing Ba height and has been used to determine the Ba height 
by comparison with IPS spectra. 
Fig. 8 shows on the left side the experimental DOS along the 
f~x and rEM symmetry lines of the SBZ and on the right side the 
cluster DOS for a Ba height of 2.38 A. The observed state above 3 
eV is in very good agreement with the major Ba peak for this Ba 
height. The cluster DOS also shows the states observed near 2 5 eV 
(with the lower-energy state possibly shifted in the calculation) / 
and the center of the dispersive band extending from 0.25 to 1.5 
eV. 
FIGURE 8. 
Left panel: Experimental band structure for a c(2x2) layer of Ba on 
W(100). Right panel: Fully relativistic DOS for a Ba height of 2 38 
A. The solid line represents the total DOS; the short and long 
dashed lines represent the Ba s+p and d contributions/respectively 
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The dispersive part of the band centered near 0.6 eV and the 
observed states located near 2.5 eV have been found to show strong 
sensitivity to surface contamination and are completely quenched 
after oxygen adsorption exceeding 1.0 Langmuir. Because the 
contributions from the atomic layers to the observed spectra are 
expected to decay rapidly below the uppermost adsorbed layer, this 
observation is consistent with the large W contribution in the 
calculated total surface DOS in this energy range. 
The state above 3 eV, on the other hand, changes only slightly 
with oxygen adsorption. It had previously been assigned to bulk W 
because a dispersive bulk W band is located in this range (Lamouri 
and Krainsky, 1992). Recent coverage-dependent data for Ba/W(100) , 
however, reveal a Ba-induced feature near 3.4 eV in a region where 
no W states are observed. We therefore assign this peak now to Ba 
5d and possibly W bulk states. 
Since the employed W2S substrate cluster contains only surface 
atoms, no W bulk features could be expected. In order to test if 
subsurface W layers are partly responsible for the peak above 3 eV, 
a much larger calculation has been carried out for Ba/W(100). The 
employed Ba10 /W66 cluster consists of two BaS /W2S units that are 
combined bottom to bottom via a central W16 layer, and Ba is 
adsorbed on both sides of the symmetrical W66 (16,9,16,9,16) cluster. 
The DOS for the Ba and W surface atoms of both clusters is 
compared in Figs. 9 (a) and (b), respectively. The contributions 
from the ~nner surface WI' subsurface Wn , and central-layer WIn 
atoms are plotted in Fig. 9 (c). This figure shows that the 
location of the main Ba peak is affected by the symmetrical 
arrangement of Ba on both sides of the cluster (which is not 
believed to be a better model for the real surface) and that none 
of the W layers shows any significant DOS above 3 eV. The observed 
states between 0 and 2.5 eV, which contain a large W contribution, 
appear however to be better described. 
Calculations by Hemstreet and Chubb (1993) for Ba/W(100) based 
on the full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave (FLAP) method 
confirm the conclusions based on the cluster approach to a large 
extent. Their Ba height of 2.48 A, which was derived from the 
minimum of the total energy, is within 5% of our optimum value of 
2.38 A. 
The above results are described in a publication by A. 
Lamouri, W. Muller, and I.L. Krainsky in Physical Review B, vol. 
50, pp. 4764-4770 (1994), ent~tled "Geometry and Unoccup~ed 
Electronic States of Ba and BaO on W(OOl)". Two previous other 
publications contain results for BaO/W and are entitled "Electron~c 
Structure and Work Function Study of a Model Dispenser Cathode 
Surface" and "Geometry and Unoccupied Electron~c States of a Model 
BaO Cathode Surface", copies of all of wh~ch are attached. 
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FIGURE 9. 
Densities of states for the inner Ba and WI surface atoms of (a) 
BaS/W2S1 (b) Ba10/W66 I and (c) the inner WI,II,III atoms of Ba10 /W66 • In (a) and (b) the solid lines represent the Ba+W1 DOS and the dashed 
lines the Ba contributions. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
6.2 BaO/W(lOO) 
When oxygen is added to the Ba/W(100) surface, adsorptlon can 
take place either at the vacant fourfold hollow sites or directly 
below Ba. These configurations are described as "tilted" or 
"upright" BaO, and the cluster representations have already been 
shown in Fig. 6 above. Fully and quasirelativistic calculations 
have been carried out using various heights of Ba and ° above the 
surface. 
Calculated DOS for the two different configurations are shown 
in Fig. 10. In the upper two panels, the results for the upright 
and tilted configurations are displayed, respectively, and in the 
lower panel, for comparison, the quasirelativistic DOS for the 
tilted configuration. Heights above the surface as optimized by 
Hemstreet et al. (1989) were used in these cases, i.e., R~=5.38ao 
and RO=O. 89ao for the upright configuration, and RBa=4. 63ao and 
RO=2.88ao for the tilted configuration. Other heights that were 
considered (see Table VIII below) did not result in a better 
overall agreement with the mainly Ba-related unoccupied DOS from 
inverse photoemission spectra. A remaining discrepancy with 
respect to the energies of the occupied ° 2p states, however, 
points to a smaller height of ° above the surface for the tllted 
conflguration. 
The IPS data ln Fig. 11 exhibit only two strongly localized 
features, one between 0.4 and 0.8 eV and one at 3.4 eV. Both 
states were already present in Ba/W(100), but they showed a much 
larger dispersion. Only the fully relativistic DOS for the tilted 
configuration matches the experiment, and the agreement is almost 
perfect. This is very strong evidence that Ba and ° adsorb at room 
temperature at different fourfold hollow sites above the W(100) 
surface. 
The loss of dispersion for the states of BaO/W (100) as 
compared to Ba/W(100) is attributed to the additional charge 
transfer from Ba to 0. This charge transfer causes the Ba states 
to become more localized, thereby reducing or eliminating the 
mutual interaction and the dispersion along symmetry lines. The 
effect is clearly seen in Fig. 12, which shows the Ba-related DOS 
for BaS /W2S and BaS0 4 /W2S (modeling the tilted configuration) . 
As for Ba/W (100), a calculation for a larger BalOOa/W66 cluster 
has been carried out with very similar results: the major Ba peak 
is shifted to higher energies away from the experimental peak, the 
DOS for the low-energy peak is somewhat improved, and again no 
significant bulk W features are found above 3 eV. 
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FIGURE 10. 
Fully relativistic and quasirelativistic DOS for a c(2x2) BaD layer 
on W(100) for two different adsorption configurations (tilted and 
upright) . Solid lines represent the total DOS i short and long 
dashed lines represent the Ba and 0 contributions, respectively. 
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FIGURE 11. 
Left panel: Experimental two-dimensional band structure for a 
c (2x2) layer of BaO on W (100) along two symmetry lines of the 
unreconstructed W(lOO) surface. Right panel: Fully relativistic 
DOS for BaO on W(lOO) in the tilted configuration. The solid line 
represents the total DOS; the short and long dashed lines represent 
the Ba and 0 contributions, respectively. 
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FIGURE 12. 
Comparison of the Ba DOS for BaS/W2S and BaS0 4 /W2S ' The solid lines 
represent the total DOS and the dotted, short, and long dashed 
lines the Ba s, p, and d contributions, respectively. 
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While it appears that the configuration of BaO on W(100) is 
now clearly established, important questions remain unresolved. 
The work function for one monolayer of Ba and ° on W(100) as 
measured by Lamouri and Krainsky is about 2.4 eV (see papers with 
W. Muller, 1994). Hemstreet et al. (1989) calculated work 
functions of 2.7 eV for the tilted configuration and 2.6 eV for the 
upright configuration, but found that the tilted configuration ~s 
more stable. All these values are clearly too high for the W(100) 
surface to be considered a reasonable model for B-type surfaces 
with a work function of about 2.0 eV, as was claimed by Haas et al. 
(1983) . 
For the cluster study in Sec. 3 of this report, the upright 
conf~guration (with different heights of Ba and ° above the 
surface) has provided consistent results for B- and M-type 
surfaces. It is, therefore, likely that the upright configuration 
is after all the appropriate model for cathode surfaces, and that 
it is realized on W(100) at elevated temperatures where the surface 
reconstructs. Calculations in this direction are planned for the 
future. 
A summary of calculated surface dipoles and net adsorbate 
charges for Ba and ° on W(100) at the fully relativistic level is 
presented in Table VIII. As expected, the surface dipole per Ba 
atom (IlBa ) decreases from Ba to Bas on W2S and is found to be very 
similar for standard and embedded calculations of BaS /W2S • The net 
charge on the inner Ba atom, however, increases significantly for 
the embedded cluster, and the net charge on all Ba atoms (qBa) 
increases again for the larger embedded Ba10/W66 cluster, in spite 
of the repulsive interaction of the dipoles on both sides of the 
cluster. This unexpected result is related to the stabilization of 
the W energy levels due to the increase in bulk character brought 
about by embedding, which apparently has a larger effect on q~ than 
the repulsive dipole interaction. 
For Ba and ° on W(100) in the tilted configuration, as modeled 
by BaO, and BasO, on W2S and Ba100a/WU ' the surface dipoles per Ba 
atom are much smaller and the net charges on Ba somewhat larger. 
The increase in qBa does not lead to larger surface dipoles in this 
case because a significant amount of charge is transferred to 
oxygen instead of to the surface. When the reference dipole for 
O,/W2S is taken into consideration, IlBa again decreases from BaO, to 
BasO, on W2S • 
For Ba and ° on W (100) in the upright configuration, as 
modeled by BaSOS/W2S ' the surface dipole increases relative to BaS /W2S 
and the net charges on the adsorbates also increase. In all cases, 
the net charge on oxygen is relatively small and not representative 
of molecular or bulk BaO. 
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TABLE VIII. 
Surface dipoles J.LBa (Debyes) per Ba atom for different Ba,O/W 
clusters with standard or embedded radii and potentials, and net 
atomic charges q (electrons) on the inner/outer Ba and ° atoms with 
heights R (Bohrs) above the surface from fully relativistic Xa 
calculations. 
Cluster RBa,O (ao) J.LB& (D) qBa (e) qO (e) 
Ba/W2S 4.50, .... 11.4 0.74/ .... · .... / ..... 
Ba/W2S 4.63, .... 12.1 0.78/ .... · .... / ..... 
BaS /W2S 4.50, .... 6.2 0.45/0.45 ..... / ..... 
BaS /W2S emb. 4.50, .... 6.1 1.07/0.45 ..... / ..... 
BaS /W2S emb. 4.63, .... 6.5 1.11/0.48 · .... / .. .. 
Ba1o/W66 emb. 4.50, .... 0.0 1. 50/1. 26 ..... / ..... 
04/W2S · ... ,2.88 -12.6 .... / .... . .... /-0.51 
Ba04/W2S 4.63,2.88 0.7 1.13/ .... ..... /-0.58 
BaS04 /W2S emb. 4.63,2.88 1.8 1. 23/0.78 ..... /-0.53 
BaS04 /W2S emb. 4.63,1.89 2.9 1. 28/0.72 ..... /-0.36 
BaS04 /W2S emb. 4.50,1.50 2.9 1. 25/0.70 ..... /-0.28 
BalOOB/W66 emb. 4.50,1.50 0.0 1. 58/1. 39 ..... /-0.10 
BaSOS/W2S emb. 5.38,0.89 8.9 1. 44/1. 42 -0.56/-0.43 
BaSOs/W2S emb. 6.00,1.10 10.6 1. 48/1. 43 -0.63/-0.52 
W25 · ... , .... 4.6 . ... / .... ..... / ..... 
W2S emb. · ... , .... -2.0 . .. . / .... . .... / ..... 
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7. MODELS FOR SCANDATE CATHODES 
A series of calculations has been initiated which will lead, 
step by step, to the modeling of possible surface structures of 
scandate and oxide cathodes. The following basic systems have been 
investigated: Sc/W(100), O/W(100), ScO/W(100) , Ba/ScO/W(100) , and 
small clusters for barium scandium oxide and scandium tungstate. 
For Sc on W(100) fully relativistic and embedded calculations 
have been carried out for clusters of Sc, Scs , and SC g on W2S • The 
latter two cases represent half monolayer, c(2x2), and full 
monolayer coverages, respectively. Heights of Sc of 3.00 and 3.25 
a o above the surface have been considered, and the results for a 
height of 3.25 a o will be used for a comparison with available IPS 
spectra by Lamouri and Krainsky. 
In Fig. 13 calculated DOS are compared for SC S/W2S and Sc 9 /w2S ' 
representing half and full monolayer coverages, respectively. For 
SCS /W2S the DOS above the Fermi level exhibits a series of distinct 
and clearly separated peaks, with the strongest peak appearing at 
2.0 eV. For SC9 /W25 the peak that was located just above EF has moved 
below the Fermi level and a broad peak has developed around 1 eV, 
which is indicative of a dispersive band. 
The experimental band structure as derived from IPS data for 
half and full monolayer coverage is compared with the calculated 
DOS for SC 9/W25 in Fig. 14 and shows exactly the described behavior. 
For the half monolayer coverage in the upper panel several 
distinct, non-dispersive bands are observed with a possible bulk W 
contribution above 3 eV. For the full monolayer coverage, a 
strongly dispers~ve band has developed which extends from the Ferm~ 
level to almost 2 eV above EF • The calculated DOS for SC 9/W25 
closely matches the features in the observed band structure and 
also displays peaks near 3.5 and 4.5 where IPS features are 
observed. The loss of dispersion for Sc/W(100) from full to half 
monolayer coverage parallels the Ba, O/W (100) results where the 
dispersion is lost due to the additonal charge transfer from Ba to 
o. 
Linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) calculations by A.G. Petukhov 
et al. (1994) for Sc/W(lOO) very nicely trace the dispersion of the 
IPS peak below 2 eV. Because the separation of the Sc layer from 
the surface was chosen to be the same as between the W layers (3.0 
a o), the calculated peak is, however, shifted by 1 eV to higher 
energies. From the present results it appears that a Sc height of 
3.25 ao above the surface is more appropriate. 
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FIGURE 13. 
Densities of states for the inner Sc and WI surface atoms of (a) 
SCS/W2S and (b) Scg /W25. The solid lines represent the SC+WI DOS and 
the dashed lines the Sc contributions. 
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FIGURE 14. 
Experimental two-dimensional band structure for half a monolayer 
(upper panel) and a full monolayer (middle panel) of Sc on W(lOO), 
and fully relativistic DOS for SC9 /W25 (lower panel). The solid 
line represents the total DOS and the dashed line the Sc 
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The results for the surface dipoles and adsorbate charges of 
Sc, 0, ScO, and Ba on ScO on W2S are given in Table IX. Note that 
the dipole moments listed here are those for the entire cluster; 
for Scs and SC g on W2S the given values would have to be divided by 
the number of Sc atoms to arrive at the surface dipoles per Sc 
atom. Because the dipole moments for the substrate clusters are of 
similar magnitude, their effect may have to be considered. If ~S~ 
is subtracted, the remaining net surface dipoles are so small that 
a different treatment of low and high coverages (i.e., standard and 
embedded) is no longer justified. More calculations are needed to 
arrive at a numerically stable and consistent set of dipole 
properties which can then be used to derive work-function data for 
these systems. 
As a general result it is found that the surface dipoles for 
Sc, 0, and ScO on W(100) are small, and only modest changes in the 
respective work functions are expected. The small surface dipoles 
have their origin in the relatively small net charges on Sc, even 
in the presence of o. Only when Ba is added to ScO on W does the 
TABLE IX. 
Surface dipoles ~ (Debyes) for different Ba,Sc,O/W2S clusters and 
net atomic charges q (electrons) on the adsorbates with heights R 
(Bohrs) above the surface from fully relativistic Xa calculations. 
Cluster 
SCS /W2S emb. 
SC S /W2S emb. 
Sc9 /W2S emb. 
04/W2S 
SCS0 4 /W2S emb. 
SC40 S /W2S 
SC40 S /W2S emb. 
Ba/Sc4 0 4 /W2S emb. 
Ba Sc 
3.00 
3.25 
3.00 
3.25 
3.25 
o 
1.50 
3.25,1.50 
3.25,1.50 
3.25,1.50 
4.50,3.25,1.50 
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J.L (D) 
5.0 
5.5 
4.1 
5.9 
4.1 
-0.3 
-12.3 
-0.1 
0.9 
30.9 
4.6 
-2.0 
Ba 
qAdS (e) 
Sc 
0.17 
0.22 
0.03 
0.12 
0.24 
o 
-0.38 
0.17,-0.27 
0.27,-0.44 
0.96,-0.53 
1.17,1.34,-0.29 
surface dipole increase very strongly. Low work functions can 
therefore be expected when Ba, Sc, and ° are present on the 
surface. 
In addition to the Ba,Sc,O/W25 clusters, some unsupported oxide 
clusters have been studied wl.th quasirelativistic calculations. 
The latter may be considered as simple models for the oxide-like 
characteristics of scandate cathodes. The investigated clusters 
include SCS0 6 , Ba-ScS0 6 , and a tungstate cluster, SC4W06 • The 
Ba-ScS0 6 cluster consists of Ba on SC4 /04 /SC/02 i in SC4W06 , the third-
layer Sc atom was replaced by a W atom. The calculations, however, 
did not converge, and self-consistent solutions for the ground 
states could not be found. 
The problems arise from the difficulty to design small and yet 
structurally reasonable clusters for oxide systems that are 
balanced with respect to the formal oxidation levels of the atoms 
involved. With the formal oxidation level for scandium being +111 
and for oxygen -II, the SCS0 6 cluster is unbalanced in that respect 
and possesses 3 "excess" electrons. SC40 6 would, of course, be 
balanced but does not have a structurally viable (balanced and 
symmetrical) cluster representation that would be compatible with 
the cubic crystal or surface structure. 
The three "excess" electrons in SCS0 6 occupy electronic states 
above the oxide gap, which causes their energies to fluctuate 
strongly with their occupation and which thereby prevents 
convergence. The preliminary results obtained for this cluster 
show net charges of +0.8 for the Sc atoms at the surface and +1.3 
for the Sc atoms in the oxide lattice. The net charge on the 
oxygen atoms is -0.7 to -0.8 electrons. All of these charges are 
significantly larger than those for Sc and ScO on W. The 
calculations for Sc4WOS and Ba-ScS0 6 proved to be somewhat more 
stable, but ran essentially into the same convergence problems. 
Much larger clusters and further software developments are 
required for the study of scandate-like surfaces. An extension of 
the embedding approach to include a self-consistent ionic 
environment and balancing charges in Watson spheres may also be 
required. These improvements are expected to solve the present 
problems with oxide systems. 
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8. O/WC1DD) ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 
The embedding approach has also been applied to the study of 
oxygen-induced features in the O/W(lOO) surface electronic 
structure, as experimentally investigated by I.L. Krainsky with 
1nverse photoemission spectroscopy. Fully relativ1st1c 
calculations with large clusters have been carried out for oxygen 
adsorption at room and elevated temperatures. 
The basic W1S substrate cluster used is shown in Fig. 15. It 
consists of 12 W atoms in the first layer and 6 W atoms in the 
second layer. According to the results from the ion scatter1ng 
study by Mullins and Overbury (1989), oxygen adsorbs at room 
temperature at bridge sites. These are the sites between W1 and 
W2, W3 and W4, and so on. With all surface sites filled, th1s 
leads to a Os/W18 cluster. 
At higher temperatures the surface reconstructs to a missing-
row structure with adsorption of oxygen above second-layer W atoms 
(W5, etc.). This structure has been modeled with a 06/W18 [R] 
cluster, 1n which the row of W1 and W3 first-layer atoms has been 
moved to the third layer (now W7 and W8), and 6 0 atoms were 
adsorbed above the 6 second-layer W atoms. Identical potent1als 
have been used for atoms that are equivalent on extended surfaces 
FIGURE 15. 
W18 cluster model (see text) . 
W2 
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The calculated charge distributions for the three different 
clusters are given in Table X. The W1 atom in W1S (the only one ln 
the first layer for which a potential is optimized) acquires a very 
small negative charge of -0.05 electrons, while the other atoms 
show net charges between -0.2 and +0.2 electrons. Adsorption of 0 
at the bridge sites (in OS/W1S ) oxidizes the first layer and leads 
to some charge transfer to the second layer. During 
reconstruction, the oxygen atoms move to positions above second-
layer W atoms, which leads in 06/W1S[R] to additional oxidation of 
the remaining W2 and W4 first-layer atoms. The net charges on the 
adsorbed oxygen atoms are of the order of -0.2 to -0.3 electrons. 
To study the changes in the unoccupied densities of states 
that accompany the oxidation and reconstruction processes, denslty 
differences (bOOS) have been generated. Two types of differences 
are considered, bDOS for all non-equivalent atoms in the clusters 
and bDOS for sets of selected atoms only. The comparison between 
the two cases will be of importance for judging the validity of the 
cluster approach. By eliminating the contributions from atoms at 
the cluster boundary, cluster size and edge effects can be expected 
to be held at a minimum. 
TABLE X. 
Net atomic charges q (electrons) for the different oxygen and 
tungsten atoms in W18 , Os/W18 (unreconstructed), and 06/W18 [R] (reconstructed). The numbers for those atoms whose potentials were 
optimized are printed in bold type. 
Atom 
q (01) 
q(02) 
q (W1) 
q(W2) 
q(W3) 
q(W4) 
q (W5) 
q (W6) 
q(W7) 
q(W8) 
Layer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
III 
III 
-0.05 
-0.01 
+0.20 
+0.08 
+0.11 
-0.20 
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OS/W18 06/W18 [R] 
-0.28 -0.22 
-0.19 -0.21 
+0.19 
+0.38 +0.49 
+0.39 
+0.57 +0.64 
-0.18 -0.11 
-0.68 -1.01 
-0.04 
+0.56 
F~g. 16 shows the differences in the densities of states for 
room-temperature adsorption (Os/W18 -W1S ), and Fig. 17 for adsorption 
at elevated temperatures (06/W18 [R] -W18 ) where the surface recon-
structs. In the upper panels of these figures, the dens~ty 
differences for all non-equivalent atoms are taken into account and 
in the lower panels only the density differences 01,W1 - W1 and 
01,W2,WS - W1,WS, respectively. (The density difference 01,W2,WS -
W2,WS is similar but deviates near EF from the one shown, and the 
difference including W1 is preferred because this is the embedded 
atom in the unreconstructed surface cluster) . 
The two ~DOS in Fig. 16 are very similar, while in F~g. 17 
there are some differences present because the shape of the 
substrate cluster changes with reconstruction. The results, in 
particular of Fig. 16, confirm the validity of the cluster approach 
~n that non-physical edge effects are effectively eliminated 
already by taking DOS differences, even when edge atoms are 
~ncluded. For changing cluster sizes or shapes, however, the 
contributions from edge atoms should be excluded. For the DOS 
plots, a standardized output has been implemented in the fully and 
quasirelativistic scattered-wave programs. 
The oxygen-induced features in the calculated densities of 
states above the Fermi level agree well with those observed ~n 
inverse photoemission spectra. The major effects caused by the 
temperature-induced reconstruction are (i) changes in the DOS near 
1 eV and (ii) the appearance of a double peak around 5 eV. Both 
effects are clearly seen when the cluster results in Figs. 16 and 
17 are compared. A further difference involves the density of 
states near the Fermi level. In the low-temperature, non-
reconstructed case, the density at EF is largely eliminated and the 
surface peak just below EF is shifted to higher b1nding energy, 
while in the high-temperature case substantial density remains 
around EF and the surface peak does not shift. 
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FIGURE 16. 
Density difference for O/W(100) at room temperature. 
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FIGURE 17. 
Density difference for O/W(100) at elevated temperatures 
0S/W18[R] - W18 (all non-equiv. atoms) 
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9. YBaCuO SUPERCONDUCTOR RESULTS 
The implementation of a population analysis and charge 
partitioning algorithm in the quasi- and nonrelativistic Xa program 
has enabled a detailed comparison of the fully, quasi-, and non-
relativistic electronic structure of YBaCuO. The calculated 
valence and conduction band densities of states for the three 
cases, as derived from a Y2Ba2CU12018 cluster, are shown in Figs. 18-
20. 
The comparison between the fully and quasirelativistic results 
in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively, shows a reasonable similarity for 
the overall DOS, in particular with respect to the dominant double 
peak below the Fermi level that is observed in photoemission 
spectra. The atomic decomposition of the DOS, however, reveals 
significant differences which are due to the missing spin-orbit 
interact~on in the quasirelativistic calculation. (All published 
results from solid-state calculations have only been at the quasi-
relativistic level as well) . 
The clearly indicated doublets for the localized Cu 3d3 / 2 and 
3ds/2 states (at around -3 eV) are not present in the quasi-
relativistic DOS, and differences are also seen in the unoccupied 
Y 4d states (between 2 and 4 eV) and Ba Sd states (between 4 and 6 
eV) ~n the conduction band DOS. Because details in the Cu 3d - ° 
2p interaction likely hold the key to the origin of the mechanism 
of high-temperature superconductivity, the spin-orbit interaction 
in the CU 3d states and their coupling to the ° 2p states deserve 
further analysis. 
While there is a great deal of similarity between the fully 
and quasirelativistic electronic structure, the nonrelativistic 
treatment fails to properly represent the complete system. The 
breakdown is due to the failure to properly describe the valence 
electronic structure of Ba, which is too heavy to be treated non-
relativistically. Fig. 20 shows that the unoccupied Ba Sd states 
are missing and that substantial Ba-related density is present in 
the regime below the Fermi level. 
The analysis of the charge distribution in Table XI identifies 
these occupied states as Ba 6p states, which in the nonrelativistic 
treatment become strongly stabilized relative to the Sd states. It 
is also noteworthy that the oxidation level of Y and Ba is higher 
and that of Cu lower in the fully relativistic as compared to the 
quasirelativistic calculation. 
The results from the fully relativistic calculations have been 
published previously (Muller, 1989). 
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FIGURE 18. 
Total (per unit cell) and partial (atomic) densities of states 
for fully relativistic Y2Ba2CU12018. 
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FIGURE 19. 
Total (per unit cell) and partial (atomic) densities of states 
for quasirelativistic Y2Ba2CU12018' 
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FIGURE 20. 
Total (per unit cell) and partial (atomic) densities of states 
for nonrelativistic Y:zBa:zCu1:z018. 
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TABLE XI. 
Valence charge distribution for a Y 2Ba2Cu12018 cluster at different 
levels of XCX scattered-wave calculations. 
Atom s p d sum net 
Fully relativistic 
y 0.26 0.23 1.41 1. 90 +1.10 
Ba 0.17 0.27 1. 00 1.44 +0.56 
Cu1 0.27 0.81 9.28 10.36 +0.64 
Cu2 0.30 0.30 9.61 10.21 +0.79 
01 2.03 4.72 6.75 -0.75 
02 2.03 4.67 6.70 -0.70 
03 2.03 4.67 6.70 -0.70 
04 2.06 4.57 6.63 -0.63 
Ouasirelativistic 
y 0.27 0.24 1.43 1. 94 +1.06 
Ba 0.19 0.29 1. 06 1. 54 +0.46 
Cu1 0.39 0.73 9.20 10.32 +0.68 
Cu2 0.31 0.26 9.62 10.19 +0.81 
01 2.03 4.74 6.77 -0.77 
02 2.03 4.'66 6.69 -0.69 
03 2.03 4.66 6.69 -0.69 
04 2.04 4.61 6.65 -0.65 
Nonrelativistic 
y 0.25 0.24 1.48 1. 97 +1.03 
> Ba 0.10 4.85 0.31 5.26 -3.26 
Cu1 0.30 0.72 9.12 10.14 +0.86 
Cu2 0.30 0.24 9.55 10.09 +0.91 
01 2.03 4.12 6.15 -0.15 
02 2.03 4.49 6.52 -0.52 
03 2.03 4.49 6.52 -0.52 
04 2.04 4.19 6.23 -0.23 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 
The scattered-wave cluster approach has proven to be very 
successful for the determ1nation of the minimum work functions for 
a large variety of low-work-function surfaces. The relative 
accuracy is very high when cluster size and shape effects can be 
minimized by an empirical adjustment or by taking appropriate 
differences through which undesired cluster-specific effects are 
largely eliminated. 
Remaining problems include possibly too large surface dipoles, 
a better description of optimum adsorbate coverages, especially for 
barium, and an improvement in the stability of results based on 
clusters with different sizes and shapes. 
Several approaches have been explored to deal with these 
quest10ns. Larger clusters with two-dimensional networks of 
dipoles have been employed for Ba and BaO on W(lOO), and it 1S 
expected that this will solve the optimum coverage problem. 
Embedded calculations have been used to eliminate cluster shape and 
edge effects and achieve a better stability of the results with 
respect to cluster size. Other possible improvements include an 
adjustment of the cluster Fermi level to more closely resemble the 
work function of a surface, and the investigation of higher-order 
effects in the depolarization model. 
Another very important area is the determination of 
interatomic distances and probable surface structures using the ab 
init10 cluster approach. Because of the very high computational 
requirements, such calculations have so far been limited to small 
systems. 
While very significant progress has been made during the 
course of this program, more work is needed to further develop the 
necessary tools and validate the applied models so that predict1ve 
capabilities can be achieved. This is required if more complicated 
systems where reliable experimental data are scarce, such as 
scandate surfaces, are to be successfully described. It is the 
goal of this work to advance computational mater1als science to the 
point where future materials with improved properties are in1tially 
engineered on the computer. 
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Technical Summaries have also been submitted to the Numerical 
Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) supercomputing program at Ames 
Research Center for the 1991-92, 1992-93, and 1993-94 operational 
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ELECTRONIC STROCT'IJRB OP StJPEROONDOC'rORS 
wolfgang Mueller, PrinCipal Inve.tigator 
Analatom, Inc. / NASA Lewi. Re.earch Center 
To inve.tigate the electronic .tructure of high-t_perature euperconductor. and other lDaterial. of t.chnological 
importance with _thod. of computational quantUIII ch_i.try, to perform theoretical analy.e. of critical 
material. propertie., and to derive and pr.dict lDacro.copic properties from calculated lDicro.copic parameter. 
APPItOACB 
Electronic .tructur. calculation. are carri.d out for large atomic clu.t.r. u.ing •• If-con.i.tent ab init~o and 
.catter.d-wav. _thod., which are ba.ed on the Schroedinger and Dirac wave equation •• 
AOCOKPLISBKENT DESCRIPTION 
Th. relativi.tic .catter.d-wave clu.ter inve.tigation of the electronic .tructur. of Y-Ba-CU-o has been 
completed. The validity of the clu.t.r approach has been demon.trated by compari.on of the pre •• nt re.ult. with 
experimental and oth.r theoretical data. Por the .tudy of electronic coupling parameter., ab initio calculation. 
have been .xplor.d for .lDall CU-O clu.ter •• 
In the area of low-work-function .urface., a breakthrough has been achieved in the modeling of the electron 
_i •• ion properti •• of a variety of tung.ten-alloy cathode .urface., which are ueed in traveling-wave tube. for 
.pace cOlDlDunication •• The _i •• ion enhancement that i. ob.erved for alloy relative to pure tung.ten .ub.trate. 
has been explained on the ba.i. of calculated .urface dipole propertie •• 
A typical calculation require. 10 hour. of CPO tilDe on the Cray Y-KP and 4 megaword. of memory. 
SIGNIPICAIICB 
The .ucce •• ful modeling of .l.ctronic properties of exi.ting material. enable •• y.tematic inve.tigation. of new 
material. with improv.d properties that are initially engin.ered on the computer. 
rt1TORB PLANS 
Embedd.d clu.ter and plane-wave calculation. will b. carried out to further inve.tigat. the .lectronic .tructure 
of .uperconductor. and cat hod. surface •• Of particular intere.t will be differenc •• in the .urface and bulk 
electronic structure. and the d.t.rmination of important el.ctronic coupling parameter •• 
Pt7BLlCATIONS 
Muell.r, w. ·Computational Modeling of Di.pen •• r cathode Emi •• ion Properti ••• • IEDM T.chnical Dige.t (1991): 
399-402. 
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Electronic Structure of Cathode Surfaces 
Wolfgang Mueller, Principal Investigator 
Analatom, Inc. / NASA Lewis Research Center 
Research Objective 
To investigate the electronic structure and to derive and predict macroscopic 
properties of low-work-function cathode surfaces from calculated microscop~c 
parameters. 
Approach 
Electronic structure calculations are carried out for large atomic clusters in 
order to determine the charge distribution, surface dipole strengths and dipole 
interactions on thermionic cathode surfaces by using self-consistent ab initio 
and scattered-wave methods based on the Schroedinger and Dirac wave equations. 
Accomplishment Description 
A microscopic explanation has been provided for the variation in electron 
emission that is observed among the refractory metals and alloys commonly used 
for the electron emitting surfaces of barium dispenser cathodes. The accompanying 
figure shows the calculated work function versus coverage curves for BaO adsorbed 
on different substrates. The sequence and magnitude of the work function minima 
are accurately described by the calculations. The BaO/lr-W and BaO/Os-W surfaces 
exhibit lower work functions than the BaO/W and BaO/pt surfaces because of the 
reduced depolarization of the surface dipoles on hexagonal as compared to cubic 
substrates. 
A typical calculation requires 10 hours of CPU time on the Cray Y-MP and 4 
megawords of memory. 
Significance 
Thermionic cathodes are a major component in traveling-wave tubes that are used 
as amplifiers for satellite communications and as power transmitters to planetary 
research stations and robotic vehicles. The successful modeling of the electronic 
properties of existing materials enables systematic investigations of new 
materials with improved properties that are initially engineered on the computer. 
Future Plans 
Relativistic embedded cluster calculations will be carried out to determine the 
geometrical and electronic structure, surface dipole properties, desorption 
characteristics, and work functions of barium dispenser and scandate cathode 
surfaces at room and operating temperatures. 
Publications 
1. Mueller, W. "Mechanism of Emission Enhancement in Barium Dispenser Cathodes." 
Proceedings of the 1992 Tri-Service/NASA Cathode Workshop, Greenbelt, MD. 
2. Mueller, W. "Fundamental Materials properties for Understanding Cathode 
Emission Properties." 9th North Coast AVS Symp., Cleveland, OH, June 1992. 
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Group IO Number I 5273 
Project Title: Electronic Structure of Cathode Surfaces 
Principal Investigatorl Wolfgang Mueller, (216) 433-3512 
Discipline: Computational Chemistry 
Number of figures: 1 
Figure Captionl Work function versus coverage curves for SaO on Pt, W, Ir-W, and 
Os-W cathode surfaces. 
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CATHODE SURFACES 
Wolfgang Mueller, Analatom, Inc. 
Research Objective 
To invest~gate the chemical, physical, and electronic structure of 
low-work-function cathode surfaces and to derive and predict macroscopic 
properties from calculated microscopic parameters. 
Approach 
Electronic structure calculations are carried out for large atomic clusters in 
order to determine the geometry, charge distribution, surface dipole properties, 
and work functions of thermionic cathode surfaces by using self-consistent ab 
in~tio and scattered-wave methods based on the Schroedinger and Dirac wave 
equations. 
Accompl~shment Descr~ption 
The densities of occupied and unoccupied electronic states for barium and barium 
/oxygen adsorbed on the (001) face of body-centered-cubic tungsten have been 
calculated for different geometrical arrangements of the ada toms above the 
surface and compared with photoemission spectra. It was demonstrated that the 
bar~um on tungsten system ~s well described by the calculations for a barium 
height of 2 38 Angstroms above the surface and that barium and oxygen adsorb ~n 
alternating fourfold-hollow sites of the tungsten surface. The surface d~pole 
propert~es have been analysed and work functions generated for these systems. 
A typ~cal calculat~on requires 20 hours of CPU time on the Cray C-90 and 4 
megawords of central memory. 
Sl.gnl.ficance 
Thermion~c cathodes are maJor components in traveling-wave tubes that are used 
as ampl~f~ers for satell~te communications and as power transmitters to 
planetary research stations and robotic vehicles. The successful modeling of 
the electronic properties of existing materials enables systematic 
investigat~ons of new materials with improved properties that are initially 
eng~neered on the computer. 
Future Plans 
Ab ~nlt~o and relat~v~stic embedded cluster calculations will be carried out 
to determ~ne the surface dipole properties and work functions of barium 
dispenser and scandate cathode surfaces at room and operating temperatures 
Pubhcat~ons 
1 Mueller, W Structure/Property Relationships for Scandate-Type Cathode 
Surfaces. Tri-Service/NASA Cathode workshop, Paper 3.2, Cleveland, Ohio, 
March 1994 
2 Lamouri, A.i Krainsky, I.L.i and Mueller, w.: Electronic Structure and work 
Function Study of a Model Dispenser Cathode Surface. Surface and Interface 
Analysis, vol. 21, 1994, pp 150-154. 
3. Lamouri, A.i Mueller, W.i and Krainsky, I.L.: Geometry and Unoccupied 
Electronic States of Ba and BaO on W(OOl). Physical Review B, 1994, accepted for 
publication. 
Additional Information 
Group 10 Number· 5273 
ProJect Title: Electronic Structure of Cathode Surfaces 
Princ~pal Investigator: Wolfgang Mueller, (216) 835-4610 
Discipline: General/Chemistry 
Keywords· Dispenser cathodes, work function 
Anl.mation. None 
Figures: 0 
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF DISPENSER 
CATHODE EMISSION PROPERTIES 
W. MUller 
Analatom, Incorporated 
Weltlake, Ohio 44145, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
Work function curvel for BaO on W, 01, 
Ol-W, and Pt have been derived from calcu-
lated initial lurface dipolel and their 
depolarization at higher coveragel. An accu-
rate picture h obtained for the minimum 
work functions of the dlfferent materials. 
The opt~mum in emission that is oblerved for 
the Ol-W alloy lubstrate has ita origin in 
the Imall depolarization of the lurface 
dipole on hexagonal-clon-packed lubltrates. 
This important result provides the long-
awaited microlcopic explanation for the 
emis.ion enhancement in alloy cathodel. An 
increase in the lurface concentration of W 
for the Os-W lubstrate leads to an increale 
in the calculated work function, which il 
consistent w~th the oblerved emi.sion degra-
dation during the life of the cathode. 
I M'l'RODUCT ION 
The microscopic explanation for the 
variation in electron emislion that il 
observed among the refractory metals and 
alloys used for the electron emitting lur-
face. of barium dilpen.er cathodel i. one of 
the long outstanding question. in thermionic 
cathode research [1]. 
It is well known that the emission from 
impregnated tungsten cathodes can be lignif-
icantly enhanced by coating the lurface with 
Re, Os, Ol-Ru, or Ir. Similar effectl can be 
achieved by u.ing mixed-metal aatricel 
instead of a pure W matrix. During the 
act~vation and early life of the cathode, 
interdiffusion between Wand the other 
lIIetal (s) occurs and an alloy lurface il 
formed, with a monolayer of adsorbed aa and 
o from ~he impregnant. The belt metal coat-
ing among the 5d tranlition metall il 01, 
followed by Ir, Ru, and Re, while Pt gives 
rise to a Itrong degradation of the emission 
properUes (1). 
The improvement in em~s.ion il cauled by 
a lowerlng of the work function from -1.9 eV 
for tungsten (B-type) to 1.7-1.8 eV for 
alloy (M-type or mixed-metal) cathodel. APt 
coating, on the other hand, increases the 
work function to ~2.l eV (2). The emission 
current denlity J i. related to the work 
function ¢ by the Richardson equation (3) 
( 1 ) 
where Ao • 1.2xlO· Al'm-a.,.-', T h the tempera-
ture, e the elementary charge, and k the 
Boltzmann conltant. While the effect due to 
alloy formation il relatively Imall (about 
10 percent of the work function change of 
-2.6 eV from clean W to BaO/W), it is tech-
nologically very important because a varia-
tion in ¢ of 0 • 2 eV change. the emi .. ion 
current denlity at 1300 K by a factor of 6. 
Alternatively, a cathode with a lower work 
function can be operated at a lower tempera-
ture with the .ame J, thereby increasing the 
life of the cathode. 
It il the purpose of the present invel-
tigation to calculate the microscopic elec-
tronic propertie. which are relponsible for 
the lowering of the work function in coated 
dispenler cathodes, and thereby gain a more 
thorough understanding of the emislion 
characterilticl of different materiall. The 
calculated propertiel are then u.ed to 
derive work-function-verlul-coverage curves 
for different lubstratel, including effects 
due to alloy formation and changes in the 
lurface compolition with aging. 
The variation of the work function with 
coverage i. ba.ed on the depolarization of 
the Ba-O-Iub.trate dipole, which i. re.pon-
lible for the lowering of the work function. 
The two relevant parameterl, i.e., the 
initial surface dipoles at low coverag.s and 
their depolarization at higher coverages, 
are obtained from clulter calculation •. It 
will be Ihown that the ainimum work func-
tionl for different cathode lurfacel can 
luccellfully be modeled and that the optimum 
in emission for tunglten-alloy .ubltrates is 
cau.ed by a smaller depolarization of the 
lurface dipole on lubltrate. with the hexag-
onal-clole-packed cry.tal Itructure. 
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DEPOLARIZATION MODBL 
The decreale in the work function from 
4.5-5.5 eV for the bare metal lubltratel to 
around 2 eV for the cathode .urface. i. 
cauled by the adlorption of Ba and 0 and the 
creation of a Ba-O-substrate .urface dipole 
that lowerl the electro.tatic potential for 
electron emislion. At .mall coverage., a 
l~near variation of the work function with 
adsorbate coverage il observed. At higher 
coveraqes, the increaling repul.ive interac-
tion between the lurface dipoles caule. the 
work-function-ver.ul-coverage curve to 
deviate from the linear behavior, and a 
minimum is eventually reached. The work 
function change, 6~ • ~-~o' i. given by the 
Helmholtz equation [4] 
(2 ) 
where ~ il the effective lurface dipole at 
coverage N and ~o il the permittivity of 
vacuum. 
The effective .urface dipole can be 
exprelled a. 
~ • ~o - af (3 ) 
where ~o is the initial surface dipole at 
low coveraqet, a an effective polaritabi-
lity, and f the electric field relulting 
from all other dipolel. The electric field 
f for a simple square network of point-
dipoles hal been evaluated by Topping [5] 
and is given by 
(4 ) 
Substituting f into Eqn. (3), lolving for ~ 
and lubltituting into Eqn. (2) yieldl 
I "3 6~ • - 1. 88 e~oN (l+caN) (5) 
., 15 
with ~ ~n debya. (D), a in '" and N in 10 atom./~m. The two important microlcopic 
propertiel, the initial lurface dipole ~o 
and the polari&ability a, have been calcu-
lated with the clulter approach al delcribed 
below. Becaule the constant c depend. on the 
validity of the point-dipole approximation 
and the actual over layer formed, it il 
treated a. an adjultable parameter. 
Eqn. (5) ha. experimentally been veri-
fied for alkali adlorption on lingle cryltal 
.urfacel of W (6] and wal found to be valid 
up to the work function minimum. For larger 
coverages, the work function i. more and 
more determined by the propertie. of the ad-
lorbate itself, which are no longer de.-
cribed by the depolarization model. At 
.uff~c~ently large coveragel the work func-
tion of the pure adsorbate 11 eventually 
reaChed. 
CLOSTBR APPROACH 
Relativiltic electronic Itructure calcu-
lation., baled on the Xa Icattered-wave 
approach [7], have been carried out for BaO 
adlorbed on W, Os, Pt, and Os-W alloys. The 
.ub.trate 11 modeled with atomic clusters 
reprelenting the body-centered-cubic (bcc) 
cryltal lattice of W, the hexagonal-clole-
packed (hcp) lattice of 01 and the lolid 
.olution of W in Os, and the face-centered-
cubic (fcc) lattice of Pt. 
For W the (100) face i. conlidered, for 
O. and Ol-W the (1010) face, and for Pt the 
(111) face. For 01 and Pt the.. chOices 
reprelent the dominant cryltal facel pre.ent 
on actual cathode .urfaces [2]. The lub-
.trate of BaO/W cathodel i. polycrystalline 
with many face. prelent and the (100) orien-
tation hal been cholen becaule of ita limpl • 
• tructure. Crystallitel with the (110) 
orientation cover about 50 percent of a 
typical .urface, but itl contribution to the 
overall emi •• ion has not yet been clearly 
eltablhhed [8). 
BaO il al.umed to be adlorbed in an up-
right po.ition with Ba above O. A Ba-O 
diltance of 2.6 A il uled for Wand 01, and 
2.7 A for Pt, as suggested by Norman et al. 
[2]. Ba height. above the lurface of 3.2 I-
for Wand 3.7 A for all other lubstratel are 
uled. The lubltrate clulterl typically 
contain 3 atomic layerl and between 12 and 
21 .ub.trate atoml. 
The initial dipole moments ~o have been 
calculated with clusters conta~ning 2 BaO 
molecules at a lufficiently large separa-
tionl (5-6 A), and the polarizabilities a 
from clu.ters with 3 BaO molecule •• eparated 
by about 3 A (except for Pt where a Imaller 
clu.ter with 2 BaO wal uled). The clulter. 
are described .. [BaO] 36'/W.l'( 100), [BaO]a.LJJ-
lOla (1010), and [Ba Jz'l't
uf12l (l11). Tne BaO~ clulter il Ihown al an example ~n Fig. 
1. For the lolid lolution of W in Os two 
lubstrate clulterl were conlidered, an Os-
rich 0luW10 clulter and a W-rich WuOl 10 clul-ter. 
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The polarizability a i. calculated from 
the d.creas. in the cluater dipole Dloment 
per .daorbed B.O, 6~c' .ccording to 
Q • ~. / f. (6) 
where f. 18 the (.ddi tion.l) dipole field 
pre.ent in the clu.ter with the higher 
.urfac. cover.ge. 
RlSUL~ AXD DISCUSSION 
The calculated initial .urface dipol •• , 
polarhabilitie., work function data, .nd 
opt~um coverage. are giv.n in Table I. The 
initi.l .urf.ce dipole. ~o .r. found to 
incr.... .t.adily in the .erie. BaO on 
W( 100), Os (1010), and Pt (111). The pol.riu-
bility a, however, .how. a minimum for 
Os(10IO), while it. incre •• e from W to Pt is 
proportional to the incr.... in ~. The 
r •• pective re.ult. for the W-rich Bab/W-O. 
and the Os-rich BaO/Os-w alloy clu.t.r •• re 
.~ilar to tho.e for BaO/Os. The calculated 
val u.s for a are much cloper to the atomic 
P91arizability of W (10 A ) than for Ba (40 
1') [9], and reflect the high oxid.tion 
l.vel of B •. 
The sm.ll depolariz.tion for the Os and 
Os-alloy .ub.trate. with the hcp cry.tal 
• tructure h.s important con •• qu.nce. for the 
calculated work function changes. Typically, 
a large initial dipole, which cau ••• a .t.ep 
d.cr •••• in the initial work function with 
incre.sing cover.ge, i. accomp.ni.d by • 
large depol.ri&ation. The latter cau.e. tht 
work function curve to deviate earlier from 
the initial linear decre •• e, which results 
in a higher minimum work function, and 
thereby cancel. the benefits from the ini-
tially .teeper decline to a large extent. 
The combination of a fairly large initial 
dipole and .mall depolarization, a. present 
in the hcp .ystems, is therefore the ide.l 
condition for very low work function •• 
The work function curve. h.ve been 
calculat.d by u.e of Eqn. (5) where the 
con.t.nt c ha. been adju.ted such th.t the 
.xperimental Dlinimum of 2.0 eV for BaO/-
W(lOO) i. reproduced, which yield. c-2.4l. 
For 8aO/0.(1010) this choice of c, howev.r, 
produce. a min~um work function of 1.5 .v, 
which i. believed to be too •• all. By as.um-
ing that an equi-tri.ngul.r network i. 
formed on the hex.gonal substrat.s (as 
compared to a square network on the cubic 
sub.trate.) c change. to c • 11/9 c , 
and N in equation (5 ~ ha. til'; d1men.ionCIIIl:.. 
• 2/.fS N
eUle (1.15xlO J atom./cm3 ) (5). 
With the different con.tant. c for the 
cubic .nd hexagon.l .y.t.m. .nd the b.re 
.ubstrate work function. ~o giv.n in Tabl. 
I, .inimum work function., .re obt.in.d which 
.re in exc.llent agreem.nt with .xperim.ntal 
d.ta. Th. calculat.d work functions for the 
O. and Pt .y.tem. are, re.pectively, 0.1 eV 
and 0.3 eV higher than for B.O/W(poly), .nd 
the work function for the O.-rich B.O/Os-W 
.yste. i. 0.14 eV lower. The emission degr.-
d.tion th.t i. ob.erved for O.-co.ted .ur-
face. with incre •• ing life of the c.thode is 
.ttributed to the diffu.ion of o. into the 
W .ub.tr.te. Thi. i. very well illustrat.d 
by the r •• ult. for the W-rich BaO/W-Os 
.y.tem, the c.lcul.ted work function of 
which (1.82 eV) f.ll. in between the v.lues 
for the O.-rich .lloy .nd polycryst.lline w . 
The pre •• nted theoretic.l .pproach is 
supported by the re.ul t. for other low-work-
function sy.tem. like 8a/W .nd C./w, for 
which the c.lculated .inimum work functions 
are high.r (B.) and lower (C.) th.n tho.e 
for 8aO c.thode .urfaces. 
It .hould be noted that for Os (1010) and 
Pt(lll) the bare metal work functions ~o are 
not known and that the polycrystalline 
value. have been u.ed [l0]. Por the Os-W 
.ystem no information i. available at all 
and the average (5.0 .V) of the bar ••• tal 
TABLE I. Calculated initial .urface dipole. ~o(D), polarhabllitie. 
Q(A'), work function data ~(eV), and optimum coverages N (1011 .tom./cm3 ) 
for 8aO on W, 0., Pt, and Os-W alloy •• (~. for 8aO/11(100) has been 
adjusted-) • 
Sy.tem Lattice ~o a ~o 6¢ ¢. ¢.- N. 
8aO/W(100) bec 31.2 16.6 4.65 -2.65 2.00- 2.0 0.14 
8aO/W(pol!) bec (31.2) (16.6) 4.54 -2.65 1.89 1.9 0.14 
BaO/Os(10 0) hcp 40.5 13.7 5.4 -3.42 1.98 0.16 
BaO/Pt(lll) fcc 51.9 27.8 5.3 -3.13 2.17 2.1 0.10 
8aO/W-0.(1010) hcp 38.4 14.1 5.0 -3.18 1.82 0.15 
BaO/Os-W(1010) hcp 41.1 15.1 5.0 -3.25 1.75 1.7 0.15 
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work function. of Wand O. 18 u.ed~ th18 
value m.y be comp.red with a quoted value of 
4.98 .V for. W - 60' R •• lloy (11). Th. 
c.lcul.ted minimum work function. d.pend, of 
cour •• , critic.lly on ;0' 
The th.or.tic.l work-function-v.r.u.-
cov.r.ge curves for BaO on W(poly), Os-
(1010), Pt(lll), and 0.-W(1010) are .hown in 
Fig. 2. For the BaO/W(poly) curv., ~o and Q 
from BaO/W(lDO) have be.n u •• d. Experim.n-
tally, a minimum 18 not ob •• rv.d for the 
work function curve. of th... cathod. .ur-
fac.s, and ; tends to drift v.ry slowly 
low.r toward the work function of the BaO 
ov.rlayer (12). Becau.e th... .ffect. ar. 
not con.idered in the depol.rization model, 
the curv •• beyond the minimum and the calcu-
lat.d optimum cov.rage. N h.v. probably no 
signific.nce in real .y.t~ms. 
FIGURE 2. 
Calculated work-Function-Ver.u.-Covera ge 
Curve. for B.O on w, 0., Os-W, and Pt. 
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In eummary, the incr •••• in the .ffec-
tive work functions for BaO on o. and Pt 
r.lativ. to W h •• it. ori;in in the incr •••• 
of the bar. metal work function and for Pt 
addi tion.lly in the lar9. incr.... of the 
d.polariz.tion, while the optimum for the 
O.-W sy.tem r.sult. from an interplay be-
twe.n a lar9. initial .urfac. dipol., a 
.m.ll depolarization, and a (po •• ibly) not 
too large bar. work function. Becau •• of the 
.i.. of the depol.ri •• tion .ff.ct for the 
hcp sy.tem., th18 conclu.ion is alao .xpect-
.d to be valid for oth.r 9.ometries of Ba 
and 0 above the .urfac. and oth.r .ub.trat •• 
with the .ame cry. tal .tructur •• 
Th. calculated Ba bindin9 .ner9ies, as 
obtain.d from the clu.t.r. with the hi9her 
.urf.c. cov.r.9., ar. 3.0 .V for BaO on Pt 
and 4.5 to 5.5 .V for BaO on Wand 0 •• The 
latt.r r •• ult. ar. in good a9r •• ment with 
measur.d .n.r9i •• of d •• orption (13). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Th. mo.t .i9nificant r •• ult of the 
pr ••• nt inv •• ti9ation i. the decr •• se in the 
polarizabil1ty, or d.polarization, of the 
B.-O-.ub.tr.te dipole for the hcp cry.tal 
structur. with the (1010) orient.tion. Th. 
r.duc.d d.po1aris.tion l •• d. to • l.rg.r 
d.cr.... in the work function th.n for 
.ub.tr.t •• with the cubic cry. tal .tructure 
and provides the lon9-awaited microscopic 
.xpl.n.tion for the improved .mi •• ion from 
O.-W and other .ub.trat •• (like Re-W and Ir-
W) with the hcp cry. tal .tructur •. 
Th. author wi. he. to .xpre.. hi. appr.-
ciation for many u •• ful di.cu •• ion. with Kr. 
E.G. Wintucky and Dr. R. Form.n. Thi. work 
18 being .upport.d by the Electron B.am 
Technolo9Y Br.nch at the NASA Lew18 R •• earch 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio under Contract NAS3-
25940. 
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MECHANISM OF EMISSION 
IN BARIUM DISPENSER 
ENHANCEMENT 
CATHODES 
Wolfgang MUller 
Analatom, Incorporated 
Westlake, Ohio 44145, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
Calculations are presented for the work functions of BaO 
on W, Os, Pt and alloys of Re-W, Os-W, Ir-W that are in 
excellent agreement with experiment. The observed 
emission enhancement for alloy relative to tungsten 
dispenser cathodes is attributed to properties of the 
substrate crystal structure and explained by the smaller 
depolarization of the surface dipole on hexagonal as 
compared to cubic substrates. The optimum in emission and 
minimum in the work function for the BaO/Os-W system has 
its origin in the presence of a large initial surface 
dipole, a small depolarization, and a not too large 
~nit~al work function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The microscopic explanation for the variation in electron 
emlssion that is observed among the refractory metals and alloys 
commonly used for the electron emitting surfaces of barium 
d~spenser cathodes has been one of the long outstanding questions 
in thermionic cathode research. 1 Several attempts have been made to 
correlate the observed emission with properties of the adsorbed BaO 
and/or the metal substrate, but effects due to alloy formation ~n 
m~xed-metal cathodes have never been addressed on the atomic level. 
It has also been notoriously difficult, in particular, to account 
for the severe degradation in emission that is observed for Pt-
coated surfaces. 
In the present theoretical approach, relativistic cluster 
calculations are employed to investigate the electronic structure 
and dipole properties of BaO adsorbed on refractory metals and 
alloys as a function of coverage. The dominant substrate crystal 
structures and crystallographic orientations as found on actual 
cathode surfaces and approximate temperature dependenc~es of the 
substrate work functions are explicitly taken into account. 
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2. METHOD 
The important calculated microscopic parameters that determlne 
the effective work functions ¢ are (i) the initial surface dlpole 
~ at low coverages and (ii) the polarizability a and resulting d~polarization of the dipoles at higher coverages. 
The BaO-substrate complex is modeled with atomic clusters 
containing typically around 20 substrate atoms and either 2 or 3 
adsorbed BaO molecules. 2 The clusters with 2 BaO molecules at 
sufficiently large separations are used to determine the initial 
surface dipoles ~o and the clusters with 3 BaO molecules at smaller 
separations (higher coverage) the polarizability a of the charge 
dlstribution a: the BaO
l 
site'daccolrding to a z 6~e 1 fe' where 6~c 
is the change ln the custer ipo e moment, ~, per BaO and f is 
the additlonal dipole field present in the cluster with the hlgher 
surface coverage. 
Work function curves are then obtained from the equation2 
II; II; 1 88 N I (1+caN)/2) 
'1' := '1'0 - • ell-o (1) 
where N is the BaO coverage and c a constant which depends on the 
geometry of the BaO overlayer and the validity of the point-dipole 
approximation that is used to calculate the field of the dlpole 
network. For the present cluster approach, c is treated as a 
parameter and has been chosen such that the minimum work functlon 
for BaO/W(lOO) equals 2.0 eV, which gave c=2.41. A square network 
of BaO dipoles is assumed on cubic substrates and an equi-trlangu-
lar network on hexagonal substrates. The constants c for the two 
cases are related by c h = 11/9 C b1' and the dimension of Nh is 
/ 
~ ex cu C ex 
2 y 3 N b1 • cu e 
A simple dipole approximation is used to estimate the Ba 
blnding energy, E.e - (47re: )-lq.e)/(~c-lI-e)' where q.e is the net charge 
on Ba and Il. t.he contribution to I" from the bare substrate cluster. r. c 
3. RESULTS 
Calculations have been carried out for BaO adsorbed on the 
(100) face of body-centered-cubic W, the (1010) faces of hexagonal-
close-packed Os, Re-W, Os-W, Ir-W, and the (111) face of face-
centered-cubic Pt. 
The calculated dipole properties and work function data are 
glven in Table I. The initial surface dipoles ~o increase steadily 
in the series BaO on W, Os, Pt, and those for the alloy systems are 
similar to the surface dipole for the also hexagonal Os system. The 
polarlzabilities a, however, show a minimum for Os and lie between 
the values for Wand Os for the alloy systems. 
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TABLE I. Calculated initial surface dipoles ~o(D), polarizabilities 
a(A3 ), work function data ¢(eV) at 1200 K, optimum coverages N (10 1< 2 m 
atoms/cm), and Ba binding energies Ea. (eV) for BaO on W, Os, Pt 
and W alloys. (¢. for BaO/W(lOO) has oeen adjusted.). 
System Lattice 
BaO/W(100) bee 
Bao/w(poll) bee 
BaO/Os(10 0) hep 
BaO/Pt(lll) fcc 
BaO/Re-W(10IO) hep 
BaO/Os-W(10IO) hep 
BaO/lr-W(10IO) hep 
FIGURE 1. 
Calculated Work 
Function Curves 
for B- and M-type 
Cathodes. 
~o a ¢o 6¢ ¢. N EBo • 
31.2 16.6 4.65 -2.65 2.00* 0.14 5.4 
(31.2) (16.6) 4.6 -2.65 1. 95 0.14 
40.5 13.7 5.2 -3.42 1. 78 0.16 6.5 
51.9 27.8 5.5 -3.13 2.37 0.10 3.6 
41.4 15.4 5.0 -3.23 1. 77 0.14 5.9 
41.1 15.1 5.0 -3.25 1. 75 0.15 6.0 
43.1 15.1 5.2 -3.41 1. 79 0.15 6.1 
e~----------------------------~ 
2 
BaO/lr-W 
1~------~------,-------~------~ 
o 0.1 0.2 
Coverage (1016 atoma/cm2) 
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The combination of a sufficiently large initial surface dipole 
and a small depolarization for the hcp systems gives rise to the 
largest work function changes 6¢ (-3.2 to -3.4 eV). The calculated 
minimum work functions ar~ in excellent agreement with expectation. 
The lowest work functions are obtained for the Os-W, Re-W, and Ir-W 
alloy systems with the hexagonal crystal structure (1.75-1.79 eV), 
relative to cubic BaO/W (1.95 eV), while the also cubic BaO/pt 
system has a substantially higher work function (2.37 eV). 
It should be noted that only the work function change 6¢=¢-¢ 
is obtained from calculated properties and that the minimum wor~ 
functions depend critically on the bare metal work functions ¢o of 
the different crystal faces considered. Since accurate values for 
¢ are not known in most cases, some assumptions had to be made. 
The bare metal work functions ¢o given in Table I for a temperature 
of 1200 K are based on the empirical temperature dependencies of 
the polycrystalline work functions for the pure metals, which are 
as follows:' 
W ¢o(T) .. 4.52 + 0.6 x 10·' T 
Re ¢o(T) = 4.93 + 0.4 x 10.4 T 
Os ¢o(T) .. 5.43 - 3.9 x 10.4 T 
Ir ¢o(T) • 5.4 - 0.3 x 10·' T 
Pt ¢o(T) .. 5.3 + 2.0 x 10·' T 
Since work functions for the (lOiO) face of Os and the alloy 
substrates are not known, the following procedure has been used: 
For the alloy substrates, first the averages of the polycrystal11ne 
metal work functions at 1200 K have been determined and then all 
work functions for the hcp substrates have been increased by 0.22 
eV to account for the differences between the polycrystalline and 
- 4 (1010) values, as taken from the observed increase for hcp Re. 
The calculated Ba binding energies (for the clusters with the 
h1gher surface coverage) are 5.4 eV for BaO/W(100) and N6.0 eV for 
the alloy substrates. This increase of 0.6 eV is in excellent 
agreement with the observed increase in the energy of desorption 
for Ba from B- to M-type cathodes, 3 although the experimental 
energies are about 10% smaller. For the BaO/Pt system, the 
calculated Ba binding energy drops to 3.6 eVe 
4. DISCUSSION 
With the successful modeling of the work functions for the 
different systems, a detailed analysis of the various effects that 
contr1bute to the lowering of the work function and the improved 
emiss10n from dispenser cathodes is now possible. The different 
factors can be classified as related to (i) properties of the 
1n1t1al work funct10ns of the bare substrates and (ii) the 8aO-
induced work function changes. 
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The initial, bare metal, work functions affect the final 
results by their magnitude and temperature dependence. A high value 
of ¢~ leads to a large charge transfer and a large initial surface 
dipole f.lo • As expected, the calculated values of f.lo increase 
steadily from W to 05 and Pt. The large negative temperature 
coefflcient in the temperature dependence of the work function of 
05 provides an additional benefit for this substrate. Alloying with 
W, in general, reduces the work functions for Re, Os, Ir, and Pt. 
The work function change that is induced by the adsorption of 
BaO is found to be largest for the hexagonal substrates with the (laio) orientation. The larger 6¢ more than compensates for the 
initially higher work functions of the alloy substrates and leads 
to minimum work functions that are up to 0.2 eV lower than for 
BaO/W. The lowering of the work function from B- to M-type 
cathodes, therefore, has its microscopic origin in the smaller 
polarizability of the surface dipole on these substrates. The 
optimum for os-w cathodes results from the combination of a 
sufficiently large initial surface dipole f.l
o
' a small polariza-
b~lity a, and a not too high initial bare metal work function ¢c' 
Because of differences in the position of the cluster energy 
levels as compared to those of an extended surface relative to the 
adsorbate valence levels, it is likely that the calculated charge 
transfer and the initial surface dipoles are somewhat too large. 
Th~s possible artifact is to a large extent, however, compensated 
by the fact that proportionally smaller f.lo and a, after readjust-
ment of the parameter c in Eq. (1), mainly affect the calculated 
coverages and leave the positions of the minimum work functions 
relative to each other unchanged. Similarly, a different bonding 
geometry of BaO is not expected to affect the general conclusions. 
In summary, the reduced depolarization of the surface dipole 
on hexagonal as compared to cubic substrates leads to a larger 
decrease in the work function and provides the long-awaited micro-
scopic explanation for the improved emission from B- to M-type 
cathodes. 
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Electronic Structure and Work Function Study of a 
Model Dispenser Cathode Surface 
A. Lamouri and I. L. Krainsky· 
NASA LeRC, 21000 Brookpark Road, Oeveland, OH 4413S, USA 
W. Muller 
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We have used work fuocnon measurements (&41), Auger electron spectroscopy, low~oergy electron cWrraction and 
angle-resolved inverse photoelectron spectroscopy to study tbe c:oadsorption of barium and oxygen on tungsten. The 
experimental two-dimensional band structure wu compared with results of embedded cluster model calculanons 
for a c(2 x 2) Baa monolayer on W(OOl) with barium and oxygen placed on alternate fourfold-hollow SUes. Our 
work function measurements revealed that adsorption of one monolayer of Baa decreased tbe work functIon of 
W(OOl) (,p - 4.63 eV) to -2.3-2.4 eV regarcUess of the order of barium and oxygen adsorpnon on the surface. 
Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy in the isoc:hromat mode wu used to investigate tbe unoc:c:upied electronic energy 
levels of one monolayer of Baa on W(OOl) along two higlHymmetry directions of tbe W(OOl) surface BrIllouin 
zone Noo-dlSpersing spectral features were observed at 0.6 eV and 3.4 eV above tbe Fermi level (E,) and were 
assIgned to transItions into botb barium and tungsten d states in good agreement with calculated denslttes of ltates. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ever smce It was dIscovered that alkahne-earth metals 
reduced the work functIon of transItIon metals, adsorp-
tIOn of barium and oxygen on tungsten has received 
conSiderable attention because of Its Importance 10 
thenmomc cathodes In recent years, thiS adsorption 
system has been mvestlgated extensively Although 
some of these studies dealt With the electroDlc structure 
of the BaOjW system,l-8 none have been devoted to Its 
unoccupied electromc band structure With the advent 
of mverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPS), the 
unoccupied electroDlc states that are lOaccesslble 10 
ordmary photoemlsslon can be probed particularly 
between the Fermi level and the vacuum level As Its 
name Implies, thiS techDlque consists of bombardmg the 
surface With a beam of electrons of a known energy and 
exammmg the photons emitted through radlatJve 
decay 9 
WillIe It has been established for qUite some time that 
the mteracuon of the banum OXide layer With the tung-
sten matnx IS responsible for reducmg the work func-
tion and IDcreasmg the emiSSion 10 thermlODlc dispenser 
cathodes, the exact coverage and Orientation of banum 
and oxygen on the surface are not well established. The 
coverage IS beheved to be between a half and one full 
monolayer and stOichIOmetrically very close to BaO,1,2 
With reported work function values rangmg from 20 to 
27 eV 3-5 Furthermore, a thorough understandmg of 
the ongm of the surface dipole layer IS necessary for 
estabhshlDg the mechaDlsm responsible for lowenng the 
work functIOn At present It IS not clear whether thiS 
dipole layer anses from the polarization of the adsorbed 
• Author to whom correspondence should be addressed 
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layer or IS the result of a partial charge transfer to the 
substrate. 
The objectives of the present study are to determme 
the vanatlon of the work functIOn of W(OOl) as a func-
tion of barium and oxygen coverages and to mvestlgate 
the experimental two-dimensional band structure of the 
empty electroDlc levels of one monolayer of BaO on the 
W(OOl) surface The expenmental measurements are 
compared With the results of fully relatlVlstiC embedded 
cluster model calculations for ordered c(2 x 2) BaD 
overlayers on the W(OOl) surface With barium and 
oxygen occupymg adjacent fourfold-hollow sites as 
shown 10 Fig 1 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
The expenments were performed 10 an all-stamless-
steel ultrahigh vacuum chamber operated ID the low 
o 
W 
o 0 0 0 
• ® • 
0.f;1'.0 
o g 0 
• • • o 0 0 0 
a 
• 
o • Ba 
M' M 
b 
FIgure 1 Two-dimenSional Unit cell 01 a c(2 x 2) monolayer of 
BaO on W(001) In (a) real space and (b) reciprocal space 
ReulV.d 9 Jun. 199) 
Acc.pred 9 S.prember 1993 
STUDY OF A MODEL DISPENSER CATHODE SURFACE lSI 
10- 11 Torr range This chamber was eqwpped with a 
double-pass cyhndrical mirror analyzer for Auger moOl-
tonng of the surface composition and contammants, 
and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics for 
morutonng the surface structure and onentation. 
The IPS spectra were measured In the isochromat 
mode, I.e. by collecting photons at a fixed photon 
energy while varymg the energy of the incoming elec-
tro~s. The bandpass photon detector, which was 
deSigned after that of Babbe et al.,IO consisted of a 
CuBe photomultlpher and a CaF 2 wlOdow. The com-
bmatlon of the spectral sensitIVIty of the multIpher and 
the transmission cut-off of the window created a 
bandpass detector centered around 9.8 eV with a full 
Width at half-maXimum of 0.6 eV. 
The low-energy electron gun, wruch was mounted at 
40° relative to the photon detector, used a BaO cathode 
and was capable of producmg a well-focused beam of 
electrons 10 the 5-20 eV range The angle of electron 
beam mCldence was varied by rotating the sample. The 
angular divergence of the electron beam was estimated 
at better than 3°, gmng a momentum resolution of 
- 0 1 A - I 11 Count rates of several hundred counts per 
second were achieved With an electron beam current of 
5 IlA The overall energy resolution of the spectrometer 
was of the order of 0.6 eV. 
Accurate measurements of the work function were 
achieved by the diode method. The vanation of the 
target work function was morutored usmg a feedback 
loop, which maIO tamed a constant target current wrule 
varymg the retardmg potential The target work func-
tIon change due to the .adsorption was then deduced 
from the vanatlon of the retardmg voltage. 
The W(OOl) crystal was outgassed by electron bom-
bardment at high temperature for several days untIl the 
pressure was 10 the low 10 - 10 Torr range. It was then 
cleaned 10 vacuum by repeated heating at 1700 K in an 
oxygen atmosphere of 60 x 10-1 Torr followed by 
occasional flasrung at 2500 K until cleanliness was con-
firmed by AES, LEED and IPS The target was also 
flashed before each depositIon A full description of the 
W(OO 1) surface preparation can be found elsewhere.12 
Oxygen was adnutted to the chamber up to pressures 
10 the 10- 9 Torr range via a variable leak valve, and 
banum was depOSited onto the W(OOI} surface from a 
well-outgassed Ba source provided by the Philips 
Company. Coverages were determined by a com-
bmatlon of work function (fAl/», LEED and AES mea-
surements. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Work function measurements 
To obtam one monolayer of BaO on W(OOI), three dtf-
ferent preparation methods were used. 
In the first method, a monolayer of banum was 
depOSited onto W(OOI) either by deposltmg a thick Ba 
layer and then annealing It at 1100 K Cor - 3 min as 
descnbed by Moore and Alhson,12 or by morutoring 
the change of the W(OOl) work function as a function of 
Ba coverage as shown 10 Fig 2. A c(2 x 2) LEED 
OS .,.-------------, 
00 
~ -os 
....... -10 
: 
-15 
-20 
-2S;-_r~--~~~~~~~~__1 
o 1 2 4 5 
Bonum coverage (manalayers) 
Figure 2. VlrlltlOn of the work function of W(001) IS I function 
of barium coverlge 
pattern mdicatlve of an ordered Ba layer was observed 
at one monolayer coverage. Auger electron spectros-
copy analysis showed that the truck banum films were 
contaminant Cree. After anneahng, however, the films 
showed a small « 5%) oxygen contamination 
Followmg the Ba monolayer depOSItIon, the work 
function of the surface was morutored as a function of 
oxygen exposure. A graph of the work function change 
as a function of oxygen exposure IS shown 10 Fig 3 The 
c(2 x 2) LEED pattern was stIll observable at an 
oxygen coverage of -0.5 L (1 L .. 1 Langmuir = 10- 6 
Torr' s), where the work function of the Ba monolayer 
on W(OOI) decreased by a maXImum value of 0 34eV. It 
lDcreased again when OXIdation was contmued beyond 
0.5 L, which IS 10 quahtatlve agreement With the results 
of Haas et al.2 
The observed c(2 x 2) LEED pattern at an oxygen 
coverage of 0.5 L is indicatIve of a surface where the 
concentratIon of the Ba and 0 atoms IS half that of the 
substrate atoms [cf. Fig l(a)]. Any deviation from thiS 
ratio resulted in a higher work function, as IS Illustrated 
in Fig 3. The sharp increase of the work function at 
coverages higher than 0.5 L of oxygen is mterpreted as 
a possible mechanism for the poisoning of impregnated 
cathodes Taking into account the work funcllon of 
W(OOI) (I/> - 463 eV)14 and that of one monolayer of 
Ba orr W(OOI) (I/> = 263 eV),15 we conclude that the 
work function of one monolayer of BaO on W(OOI) IS 
-2.29 ± 0.1 eV. ThiS IS slightly rugher than the values 
me~ured. thenruonically fot B-type cathodes, wruch are 
typically 1D the 2.0-22 eV range. 16 
In the second method, the W(OOI) surface was 
exposed to 0.5 L of oxygen before the barium depOSI-
tion was performed. A break In the slope of the fAl/> 
o e ,---------------------, 
06 
04 
>u' 
....... 02 
.t 00 
-02 
-04~-r~,_~~_rrT~_r~~rl 
00 05 10 15 20 
Oxygen exposure (Langmulrs) 
Figure 3. Vlnltlon of the work function of one monolayer of 
banum on W(001 ) IS I function of oxygen exposure 
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Figure 4 Vanatlon of the work function of W(001) as a function 
of oxygen exposure 
curve and a P(4 x 1) LEED pattern were observed at an 
oxygen exposure of 0 5 L As shown 10 Fig 4, the work 
function of W(OOI) lDcreased by -06 eV at this cover-
age, wluch IS consistent with other studies. ".18 
Followmg the oxygen exposure, the work function of 
the surface was morutored as a funcbon of Ba coverage 
as shown In Fig 5 A maxlDlum drop of 2 79 eV relabve 
to the work function of the OfW(OOI) surface and a 
c(2 x 2) LEED pattern were observed at a barium 
coverage correspondlOg to the mmimum work function. 
Hence, the work function of one monolayer of BaO on 
W(OOI) when uSing tlus order of depOSItion IS 244 ± 0.1 
eV 
Fmally, one monolayer of BaO on W(OOI) was 
obtalDed by completely oXldlZlng a tluck banum film 
and then annealing the oXIdIZed film at 1100 K for - 3 
nun 
Auger electron spectroscopy of our monolayer BaO 
films showed a banum-to-oxygen Auger hne intensity 
ratio of 1 f, which IS In good agreement With other 
studies 3.19 The Auger lDtenslty rabo, LEED structure, 
work function value and IPS measurements for one 
monolayer of BaO on W(OOI) were nearly lDdependent 
of the order 10 which banum and oxygen were adsorbed 
on the surface 
Calculated densities of states (DOS) and IPS 
measurements 
To carry out the theoretical calculations, the W(OOI) 
substrate was modeled With a 25-atom tungsten cluster 
consisting of a surface layer With a 4 x 4 array and a 
subsurface layer With a 3 x 3 array Banum and oxygen 
were placed on alternate fourfold-hollow sites of the 
05 -,--------------, 
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Figure 6 Variation of the work function of 0 5 L of oxygen on 
W(001) as a function of barium coverage 
surface layer as shown 10 Fig l(a) The banum and 
oxygen heights corrcspondlDg to tlus adsorption 
geometry have been optinuzed by Hemstreet et al ~ by 
calculating the full-potentiallincanzed augmented plane 
wave (FLAPW) total energy of a c(2 x 2) BaO overlay-
er placed on both sides of a five-layer W(OOI) film Pro-
Jected local DOS were generated for the central W, Ba 
and 0 surface atoms by convolutlDg the energtes of the 
individual states of the cluster with Gaussian funcbons 
With full Widths at half-maxima of 02 eV A more 
detailed description of the theoretical approach can be 
found elsewhere.lo 
Inverse photoelectron spectra for one monolayer of 
BaO on W(OOI) at different an~es of electron IOCidence 
In the ru [r't'M'] and rtM [r'~'X1 dIrections of 
the surface Bnllown zone (SBZ) of the p(1 x I) W(OOI) 
[c(2 x 2) BaOfW(OOI)] surface are given 10 Fig 6 The 
spectra along the ru line were taken 10 the (001) 
nurrgr plane and those 10 the r!M dIrection were 
taken In the (Oil) nurror plane of the unreconstructed 
tungsten surface [d Fig l(b)] A spectrum for one 
monolayer of Ba on W(OOI) taken at normallDcldence 
is also shown at the bottom of Fig 6(a) The Fernu edge 
was determined from the onset of photon eIIllSSlon 
The two-rllDlenslonal band structure, as denved from 
the spectra of Fig 6, along With the calculated DOS for 
a c(2 x 2) BaO layer on W(OOI) are shown 10 Fig 7 
The component of the wave vector of the mconung elec-
tron parallel to the surface (k ll ) was deternuned from the 
formula 
hkll .. [8xzm(EI - <p)]l/Z SIO ex 
where ex IS the angle of electron lDCldence measured 
from the surface normal, E, is the electron's lrutlal 
energy measured from EF , and <p IS the work function of 
the surface bemg studied A value of 237 eV corre-
spondmg to the average of the measured work functions 
was used to analyze the IPS data The sohd hne on the 
nght panel of Fig 7 represents the calculated total 
DOS, wlule the long dashes represent the oxygen and 
the short dashes the banum contnbubons 
Upon adsorption of one monolayer of BaO, the 
W(OOI) surface states ll,ZI seemed to have been com-
pletely quenched and new peaks appeared At normal 
Incidence, only two features were observed above the 
Fernu level. One was located at 06 eV and the other at 
34 eV, which was 10 eV above the vacuum level (Ev) 
The peak near EF appeared to be rermruscent of the 
Ba peak observed for one monolayer of Ba on 
W(001)15.l0 and could only be followed up to a polar 
angle of 10° in either direction. It showed strong senSI-
tiVlty to surface contanunauon and was totally 
quenched with oxygen adsorption exceeding 1 0 L This, 
and the calculated DOS shown on the nght panel of 
Fig 7, helped us assign tlus peak to tranSitions maInly 
into Ba d and W d surface states The band denved 
from thiS peak was completely fiat along the ru direc-
tion and showed very httle disperSion along rtM A 
slDllIar band was observed for one monolayer of Ba on 
W(OOI), where It appeared at the center of the SBZ near 
0.6 eV above EF , dispersed upward 10 the ru direc-
tion 10SlOg lOtenslty and disappeared when kn reached 0.4 A -1.15 
Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy data for 0 5 L of 
oxygen on W(OOl) revealed several oxygen-mduccd 
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Figure 6 (a) Inv.rse photoelectron SpeCtrl of I c(2" 2) BIO 
OVlrllyl! on W(OO,) It dlHerlnt Ingles of electron IncIdence II In 
the r l:.X direction of the S8Z of the unreconstructed W(001) 
surface eb) Invllse pholoeleclron spec"l of I ce2 " 2) BIO over· 
Ilye! on WeOO') II dlHe"nl Ingles 01 eleClron IncIdence II In the 
rIM direction of the SBZ of Ihe unreconstructed WeOO') lurflce 
states above the Fermi level ll However, almost no 
unoccupied oxygen states were observed (or one mono-
layer of BaO on W(OOI), as mdlcated by the calculated 
DOS of Fig 7 Therefore, we believe that the absence o( 
unoccupied oxygen levels m the case of BaO on W(OOl) 
IS due to a charge transfer from the banum atom to the 
DOS (.Ial .. /.V) 
4~~""""-r .... ~ .... ~~~~~~~4L-~ 
Figure 7. (L,h ~n'/) Experiment.1 two·dlm,nSlon.1 b.nd strue. 
tur, or I c(2 '(2) 8aO over/.yer on WeOOl) In Ihe rOX and Ihe 
r1IJ direction. or Ihe unreconstrucled WeOOl) .urflce (RighI 
~n'/) Fully rellllvlStlCllly calcuilled DOS (.olld line) Th, long 
duhes repre .. nt the oxygen .nd the ahort dishes the b.tlum con. 
trlbutlon. 
oxygen atom, a conclusion that IS supported by the cal. 
culated charge dlstnbuuon In the cluster As a result 
the barium unoccupied d states become more 10call2ed 
and lose their dispersion. In addition, a Ba-O surface 
dipole is created. This dipole opposes the W-O dipole 
and is believed to contribute to the reduction of the 
surface work (unction. 
The peale located at 34 eV, on the other hand. 
showed little sensitivity to surface contammatlon Pre-
Viously, a similar peale was observed for the c(2 x 2) Bal 
W(OOl) surface and was attnbuted to tranSItions Into 
tungsten bulle bands.' S This conclUSion was based on 
the (act that this peak showed llttle sensitIVIty to surface 
contamination and on FLAPW calculations, which pre· 
dlcted a (eature in the DOS at 3.S eV above Er ofl81nat· 
iog (rom the inner layers o( a 19-1ayer film 13 However, 
recent IPS data appeared to indicate that this state also 
comprised a large Ba component Banum on W(OOI) 
coverage-dependent dataz. taleen along the rtM line of 
the W(OOl) unreconstructed surface revealed a Ba· 
related feature near 3.4 eV (or 0: - 34°, a region where 
no unoccupied W(OOl) states were observed liThe 
intenSity o( this state increased with Ba coverage There· 
(ore, we now assign thls state to transitions mto both 
Ba d states and W d bulk states. This IS consistent with 
FLAPW calculations by Hemstreet " ailS for a 
c(2 x 2) Ba monolayer placed on both sides of a five-
layer W(OOl) film, which revealed a strong enhancement 
of a tungsten bulle peale located 32 eV above Er upon 
adsorption of banum. Our calculated DOS, however, 
showed that the contribuuon to the peak near 34 eV 
seems to come almost entirely from Ba d states ThiS 
apparent discrepancy IS due to the fact that the 
employed cluster contains only two layers of tungsten 
atoms, none o( which IS representative of tungsten bulk 
atoms. 
Overall, our IPS measurements were confinned by 
the (ully relatiVistically calculated DOS (or a c(2 x 2) 
BaO monolayer on the W(OOI) face with banum and 
oxygen placed on alternate (our(old·hollow sites 
In summary, we observed the fonnatlon of a c(2 x 2) 
LEED pattern assoCiated with the adsorption of one 
monolayer of BaO on W(OOI) The work functIon of 
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W(OOI) (ct> = 463 eV) decreased to a Inlwmum value of 
23-24 eV at this coverage. By IDvestlgatIDg the elec-
troniC states above the Femu level at this coverage, we 
were able to Identify both Ba d and W d states The 
absence of oxygen unoccupied states in the presence of 
Ba on the W(OOI) surface can be explamed by a charge 
transfer from banum to oxygen Thls charge transfer 
creates a surface dipole that more than compensates for 
the dipole created by the adverse charge transfer from 
tungsten to oxygen The resultmg net dipole is believed 
to be responsible for reducIDg the work functIOn and 
enhancIDg emission 10 dispenser cathodes 
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GEOMETRY AND UNOCCUPIED ELECTRONIC 
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IN1ROOucn~ 
Ever SUlce it was discovered that alkaJine-earth metals reduced the work function of transition 
metals, adsorption of barium and oxygen on tungsten has received considerable attention because 
of Its unportance In thennionic cathodes. Although some of these studies dealt With the 
electrornc structure of the BaOtW system l -8, none have been devoted to its unoccupied electrornc 
band structure With the advent of Inverse Photoelectron Spectroscopy, the lUloccupied electronic 
states which are inaccesSIble in ordmary photoemission can be probed, particularly between the 
Fenni level and the vacuum level. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The experiments \\ ere perfonned in an all stainless steel ultra-high vacuum chamber whIch 
operated In the low 10-11 Torr range. This chamber was equipped with a double pass cylmdrical 
mirror analyzer for Auger monitoring of the surface composition and contaminants, and LEED 
optiCS for mOnItoring the surface structure and orientation. IPS spectra were measured in the 
isochromat mode, by collecting photons at a ftxed photon energy using a photon detector 
(designed after Babbe et al.~ while varying the energy of the incoming electrons. The low 
energy electron gun. which was mOlmted at 40° relative to the photon detector, used a BaD 
cathode and was capable of producing a well-focused beam of electrons in the 5 to 20 eV 
range 10 lhe angle of electron beam incidence was varied by rotating the sample. Measurements 
of the 'Work function were conducted employing the diode method. The variation of the target 
work function was monitored using a feedback loop which maintained a constant target current 
while varying the retarding potential. The target was cleaned before each deposition. A full 
description of the W(OO 1) surface preparation can be fOlUld elsewhere. I I Oxygen was admitted 
to the chamber up to pressures in the lQ-9 Torr range via a variable leak valve and barium was 
deposited onto the W(OOI) surface from a Ba source provided by the Philips Company 
Coverage was detennined by a combination of ~ LEED, and AES measurements. 
To obtain one monolayer of BaD on W(ool) three different preparation methods were used 
In the f~t method, a monolayer of barium was deposited onto W(OOI) either by 
depoSiting a thick Sa layer and then annealing it at 1100 K for approximately 3 minutes as 
described by Moore and AlliSOn,12 or by monitoring the change of the W(ool) work function as 
a fimction of Ba coverage as shown in Fig.l. A c(2x2) LEED pattern indicative of an ordered 
Sa layer was observed at one monolayer coverage. 
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Following the Ba monolayer deposition, the work fimction 
of the surface was monitored as a function of oxygen exposure. 
A graph of the work function change as a function of oxygen 
exposure is shown in Fig. 2. The c(2x2) LEED pattern was still 
observable at an oxygen coverage of approximately 0.5 L 
(1 L=l Langmuir=lO~ Torr sec.) where the work function of the 
Ba monolayer on W(OOl) decreased by a maximum value of 
0.34 eY. It increased again when oxidation was continued 
beyond 0.5 L which is in qualitative agreement with the results 
of Haas et al.2 FIg.!. Work function of W(OOJ) 
vs. Bacoverage 
The observed c(2x2) LEED pattern at an oxygen coverage 
of 0.5 L corresponded to a surface with the concentration of the 
Ba and 0 atoms equal \12 that of the substrate atoms (cf. Fig. 
3( a, b»). Any deviation from this ratio resulted in' a higher work 
fimction, as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Taking into account the work 
fimction of W(OOl) (<tr4.63 eV)13 and that of one monolayer of 
Ba on W(OOl) (qr=2.63 eV),14 we conclude that the work function 
of one monolayer of BaO on W(OOl) is <f#2.29±O.l eV. This is 
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slightly higher than the values measured therrnionica11y for B-type Fig.2. Work function of one ML 
cathodes which are typically in the 2.0 to 2.2 e V range. IS of Ba on W(OO J) vs. 
In the second method, the W(OOl) surface was exposed to 
0.5 L of oxygen before the barium deposition was performed. A 
oxygen exposure 
break in the slope of the ~ curve and a P(4xl) LEED pattern were observed at an oxygen 
exposure of 0.5 L. As shown in Fig. 4, the work function ofW(001) increased by approximately 
0.6 eV at this coverage which is consistent with other studies. 16.17 Following the oxygen exposure, 
the work fimction of the surface was monitored as a ,--------------, 
function of Ba coverage as shown in Fig. 5. A maximum 
drop of 2.79 eV relative to the work function of the 
OIW(OO 1) surface aI)d a c(2x2) LEED pattern were 
observed at a barium coverage corresponding to the 
minimum work fimction. Hence the work fimction of one 
monolayer of BaO on W(OOl) when using this order of 
deposition is <t>=2.44±D.l eV. 
® 
Tungsten • 8 Oxygen Barium 
Finally, one monolayer of BaO on W(OOl) was 
obtained by comPletely oxidizing a thick barium film and 
then annealing the oxidized film at 1100 K for abe 
approximately 3 minutes. Fig.3. Cluster models of Ba and 0 on 
AES analysis of our monolayer BaO films showed W(OOl) in (a) tilted and (b) 
. 1" . . f 1 2 whi h upright configurations. (c)- SBZ of 
a barium to oxygen Auger me mtenslty ratiO 0: C the clean (solid line) and coated· 
is in good agreement with other studies;3.18 The Auger W(OOl) surface. 
intensity ratio, LEED structure, work fimction value and . 
IPS measurements for one monolayer of BaO on W(OOl) were nearly independent of the order 
in which barlwn and oxygen were adsorbed on the surface. 
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To carry out the theoretical calculations, the W(OOl) substrate was modeled with a 25-atom 
tungsten cluster consisting of a surface layer with a 4x4 array and a sub-surface layer with a 3x3 
array Bantun and oxygen were placed on alternate fourfold-hollow sites of the surface layer as 
shown in Fig 3(a) The baritun and oxygen heights corresponding to this adsorption geometry 
have been optimized by Hemstreet et al S Projected local densities of states were generated for 
the central W, Ba, and 0 surface atoms by convoluting the energies ,...--______ -, 
of the individual states of the cluster with Gaussian functions with 15-r------., 
full widths at half maxima of 02 eV. 
The two-dimensional band structure, as derived from the IPS 
Spectral9, along with the calculated DOS for a c(2x2) BaO layer on ~ 10 
W(OOl) are shown in Fig 6 : 
Upon adsorption of one monolayer of BaO, the W(OOI) ~ 05 
surface statesl2.2 1 seemed to have been completely quenched and new 
peaks appeared At nonnal incidence, only two featlD"es were 
observed above the Fenni level One was located at 0.6 eV and the OO~T""""-."~-,--...--.-,....-I 
other at 3.4 eV, which was 1.0 eV above the vacutun level (Ev). 0 2 
The peak near Er appeared to be reminiscent of the Ba peak Oaygen uposure (LongmUlrs) 
observed for one monolayer of Ba on W(OO 1 )14.19 and could only be ~Flg-.-4.~W~0""'rk-fun""'---c-tlo-n-o-f--J 
followed up to a polar angle of 10° in either direction It showed W(OOl) as a function 
strong sensitivity to surface contamination and was totally quenched of oxygen exposure 
\\11th oxygen adsorption exceeding 1.0 L. This, and the calculated 
DOS sho\\TI on the right panel of Fig 6, helped us assign this peak to transitions mainly into Ba 
and W d surface states. 
IPS data for 0.5 L of oxygen on W(OOI) revealed several oxygen-induced states above 
the Fermi leveJ.20 However, almost no unoccupied oxygen states 
eXIsted In the calculated DOS for one monolayer of BaD on W(OOI) 
as It IS ~hown in Fig. 6. Therefore, we believe that the absence of 
unOCCUpIed oxygen levels U1 the case of BaO on W(OOJ) is due to 
a charge transfer trom the barium atom to the oxygen atom, a 
conclUSIOn which b supported by the calculated charge distribution 
U1 the cluster. As a result. the barium unoccupied d states become 
more localized and lose their dispersion. In addition, a Ba-O surface 
dipole IS created. This dipole opposes the W-O dipole and is 
beli~ved to contribute to the reduction of the surface work function. 
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-30 TIle peak located at 3.4 eV, on the other hand, showed little 
sensitivity to surface contaminatIOn. Previously, a similar peak was 
observed on the ~2x2) BaIW(OOI) surface and was attributed to 
transitions into W hulk bands 14 This conclusion was based also on FIg.s. 
lAPW ~aIculation." which predicted a feature in the DOS at 3.5 eV 
above Er ongmating from the inner layers of a 19-1ayer film.21 
However. our IPS data appeared to indicate that this state also 
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of oxygen on W(OO 1 ) 
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comprised a large Ba component. The intensity of this state increased with Ba coverage We 
now asSign thiS state to transitions into both Ba d states and W d bulk states. This is consistent 
With FLAPW calculations by Hemstreet et al 22 for a c(2x2) Ba monolayer placed on both sides 
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ofa 5-layer W(OOI) film which revealed a strong r---------------. 
enhancement upon adsorption of barium of a 
tungsten bulk peak located at 3.2 eV above E1:. 
Our calculated DOS, however, showed that the 
contribution to the peak near 3.4 eV seems to 
come almost entirely from Sa d states. This 
apparent discrepancy is due to the fact that the 
employed cluster contains only two layers of W 
atoms, none of which is representative of W bulk 
o , 2 .1 4 5 
45~-~---~~~~~ 
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~ 3 20 
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Overall, our IPS measurements were 
confumed by the fully-relativistically calculated 
DOS for a c(2x2) BaO monolayer on the 
W(OO I) face with barium and oxygen placed on 
I 10 
05 
I 
~ I 
OO~--~~--+-~----__ ~ 
6 r [ X' [ ... 
alternate fourfold-hollow sites. 
Fig. 6. Left panel Experimental 2-D band structure 
of a c(2x2) BaO overlayer on W(OOI) m r6X and 
rIM directions of W(OOl) Right panel Fully-
relanvistlc total DOS (sohd hne} WIth oxygen and 
barium contributions represented by dashed and 
doned hnes respectlvely 
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Geometry and unoccupied electronic states of Ba and BaO on W(OOl) 
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A study aimed at understandmg the geometncal and electroruc propertJes of banum and oxygen coad-
sorbed on the tungsten (001) surface has been earned out by means of work-function measurements (Il.~), 
Auger-electron spectroscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, mverse photoelectron spectroscopy, and 
relatlVlstlc-electronlc-structure calculations A report of the expenmental measurements and a compar-
Ison with theoretical results from embedded-cluster-model calculatiOns are presented. Our expenmental 
studies show that the work function of the W(ool) surface (~=4.63 eV) tS lowered to approXlmately 
23-24 eV by coadsorptlon of 1 ML of Ba and 0 regardless of the order of depoSItion of these two 
species The technique of IPS In the Isochromat mode was used to detemune the unoccupied electromc-
energy band structure for ordered c (2 X 2) Ba and 0 layers on W(OO 1) Several spectral features are ob-
served above the Fermi level (EF ), which we assign to transitions Into Ba and W d states The measured 
two-dImensional electrOnic band structure IS Independent of the order of Ba and 0 depoSItion USing 
embedded-cluster-model calculations, we investigated two poSSible adsorption configurations of an or-
dered c(2X2) adlayer of Ba and 0 on W(ool) "tilted," where Ba and 0 are placed on alternate 
fourfold-hollow Sites, and "upnght," where the adsorbed atoms lay above the same site with Ba outer-
most The calculated denSIties of states for the tdted geometry show distinct peaks above E F onglnatlng 
from Ba and W d orbitals and are In good agreement With the ex penmen tal results 
I. INTRODUCI10N 
Banum dispenser cathodes are Widely used 10 mI-
crowave power deVices because of theIr rebablbty, long 
bfe, and high current denSIties At operatmg tempera-
tures of approXImately 1300 K, these cathodes achIeve 
current denSIties of up to 100 A/cm2 by mamtammg a 
low work-function surface composed of Ba and 0 on a W 
matnx 1.2 It IS also Widely accepted that the active layer 
of these cathodes IS composed of Ba and 0 that IS 
stolchlometncally very close to BaO (Ref. 3) With a cov-
erage for the Ba and 0 layers believed to be between .S 
ML and 1 ML 4,S However, It IS not clear whether Ba 
and 0 are adsorbed as a BaO molecule or If BaO diSSOCI-
ates completely on the surface 6, 7 
The lowenng of the work functIOn of transitIOn metals 
by adsorption of alkaline-earth metals can be attnbuted 
to the formation of a surface-dipole layer resultmg from 
charge transfer from the adsorbate to the substrate. Re-
cent full-potential hneanzed augmented-plane-wave 
(FLAPW) calculations for c (2 X 2) Ba overlayers on 
W(ooI), a however, lead to the conclUSion that, for ML 
coverages, the bondmg IS not IOniC but rather metalhc co-
valent, With the dipole layer resldmg in the polarized Ba 
valence electrons, much hke for the adsorption of alkah 
metals on tranSitIOn metals 9,10 
In order to understand the adsorbate-substrate mterac-
tlon, a thorough knowledge of the arrangement of the Ba 
and 0 adatoms on the surface is necessary. Several pa-
pers With conflictmg results have been pubhshed on thiS 
subject. Whlle some groups propose a model With a 
standmg-up adsorptIOn layer In whIch Ba IS outer-
most,II,12 others produce expenmental and theoretical 
data consistent With a more coplanar adsorption 
geometry where Ba and 0 occupy alternate fourfold-
hollow sites 13,14 These confllctmg results and the 10-
terest m understand 109 the mechanism of operation of 
thermiOniC dIspenser cathodes have generated several 
research programs m the last few decades. New and Im-
proved cathodes rely heavtly on these studies and on a 
thorough understandmg of not only the geometncal but 
also the electrOnic structure of alkaltne-earth OXides ad-
sorbed on tranSition metals 
To date, most of the studies of the adsorption of BaO 
on W(OOl) were aimed at understanding the geometrical 
structure of the adsorbate Although some of these stud-
Ies dealt With the electrOnic structure of the BaOIW sys-
tem, none have been devoted to Its unoccupied electrOnic 
band structure. Only two theoretical studies of thiS sys-
tem, the FLAPW (Ref. 13) and the cluster-model ls calcu-
lations, have been reported to date, both of which lack a 
thorough mvestlgatlon of the unoccupied denSities of 
states (DOS). 
To carry out the research, a model surface IS necessary 
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smce actual dispenser cathode surfaces are polycrystal-
hne and porous In addition, their mechanism of activa-
tIOn and operation IS complex, mvolvmg diffusion of Ba 
and 0 from the Impregnant and desorption of the adsor-
bates from the surface Expenmental measurements by 
Haas, Shih, and Marnan 3 have shown that a reasonable 
model consists of I ML of Ba and 0 on the W(OOl) sur-
face Usmg low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) and 
work-functlon measurements, they estabhshed that a 
c( 2 X 2) structure and a mmlmum work-function value 
are achieved at this coverage 
In the present work, the expenmental two-dimensional 
band structure of the unoccupied electronic levels for 1 
ML of Ba and 0 on W(OOI) IS presented The measure-
ments are compared With embedded-cluster-model calcu-
lations 
This paper IS orgamzed as follows First, the expen-
mental techmques and the computational details of the 
fully relatiVistiC embedded-cluster-model approach are 
bnefly descnbed The expenmental results are then com-
pared With the calculated DOS Fmally, the conclUSions 
from the present study are summanzed 
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
The expenmental work was carned out 10 an all 
stamless-steel ultrahigh-vacuum chamber operated 10 the 
low 1O- II -Torr range This system IS equipped With a 
double-pass cyhndncal mirror analyzer for Auger mom-
tonng of the surface composition and with LEED OptiCS 
for momtonng the surface structure and onentatlOn A 
detailed descnptlOn of the expenmental setup can be 
found elsewherel6, 17 and only Its most Important features 
are descnbed here 
Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPS) measure-
ments were performed 10 the Isochromat mode at a pho-
ton energy of 9 8 eV by means of a photon detector 
deSigned after that of Babbe el al 18 and a low-energy 
electron gun, which was bullt for this expenment 19 The 
electron gun used a BaO cathode and was mounted at 40° 
relative to the detector The angle of electron mCldence 
was vaned by rotatmg the sample Count rates of several 
hundred counts per second were achieved With an 
electron-beam current of 5 p.A The electron-beam angu-
lar divergence was estimated at better than 3° .. glvmg a 
momentum resolution of approximately 0 1 A -I. The 
overall energy resolution of the spectrometer was approx-
Imately 0 6 e V 
The W(OOl) crystal was cleaned 10 vacuum by repeated 
heatmg at 1700 K 10 an oxygen atmosphere of 6 OX 10- 8 
Torr followed by occasIOnal flashmg at 2500 K untll 
cleanhness was confirmed by Auger-electron spectrosco-
py (AES), LEED, and IPS The target was also flashed 
before each depOSition Ba was deposited onto the 
W(OOl) surface from a well-outgassed Ba source prOVided 
by the Philips Company Coverages were determmed by 
a combmatlon of 6.q" LEED, and AES measurements 
Accurate measurements of the work-function change 
were performed usmg the retardmg field method as de-
scnbed 10 Ref 17 
Three methods were used to prepare I ML of BaO on 
W(OOI). These methods have been descnbed 10 deta!I 
elsewhere 20 
In the first method, 1 ML of banum was adsorbed on 
the W(OOl) surface followed by exposure to 0 5 L (I L = I 
Langmuir = 10-6 Torr sec) of oxygen at room tempera-
ture The work function of W(OOI) (q,=4 63 eV) (Ref 
21) decreased to a mmlmum value of 229 eV at thiS cov-
erage. In addition, a c( 2 X 2) LEED pattern and an 0 to 
Ba Auger-hne mtenslty ratio of 2 1 were obtamed 3 
In the second method, the target was exposed to 0 5 L 
of oxygen at room temperature before the banum depOSI-
tion was performed A work-function mmlmum value of 
244 eV was obtamed 10 thiS case. The room-temperature 
p (4 XI) O!W(OO I) LEED structure was replaced by a 
c( 2 X 2) structure at a Ba coverage correspondmg to the 
mimmum work function The 0 to Ba Auger ratio was 
Similar to the one obtamed 10 the first method In fact, 
we obtamed a Similar LEED structure and AES mtensity 
ratio from BaO films on W(OOl), which were obtamed by 
completely oXldlzmg a thick banum film and then an-
neahng It at 1100 K for approximately 3 mm, as de-
scnbed by Mueller el al 22 
In the third methOd, we exposed the W(OOJ) surface to 
o 5 L of oxygen at approximately 1100 K before perform-
109 the ban urn depositIOn We obtamed a work-function 
mlmmum value of 2 38 eV, 10 the same range as for the 
prevIous methods In contrast to the first and second 
methods where a ML of Ba and 0 on the W(OOI) surface 
created a c (2 X 2) structure, the ML here retamed the 
p (2 Xl) LEED structure of the first adsorbed annealed 
oxygen layer 
To summanze, adsorption of 1 ML of BaO reduced the 
work function of the W(OOl) surface by approximately 
the same amount, regardless of the Ba and 0 depositIOn 
order and temperature treatment However, films ob-
tamed by annealing the 0 layer produced a completely 
different LEED pattern from those of the unannealed 
samples Therefore, the relatIOnship between the geome-
tncal structure and the work function IS not umque 10 
thiS case 
In real space two adsorption geometnes, tilted and 
upnght, correspond 109 to the c (2 X 2) LEED pattern 
have been conSidered for the unannealed surface By 
companng our expenmental measurements with the re-
sults of embedded-cluster-model calculations, the struc-
ture ofBa and 0 adsorbed on W(OOI) can be determmed 
III. THEORETICAL APPROACH 
We used fully relatiVistic embedded-cluster calcula-
tIOns to mvestlgate the surface electromc structure of 
C(2X2) Ba and BaO on W(OOI). The computational ap-
proach employed was the Dirac-Slater scattered-wave 
method, which was ongmally developed by Yang, Rabll, 
and Case 23 - 2S 
In the fully relatiVistiC scattered-wave method, the 
Dirac wave equation IS solved for muffin-tm potentials 
All electrons are treated self-conSistently 10 a fully rela-
tiViStiC fashion The formabsm mcludes the mass-
velocity and Darwm correctIOns to the energy, as well as 
spm-orblt mteractlon through the use of spm-angular, 
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four-component wave functions In the framework of 
double-group theory QuaslrelatlvlStic calculations 
(without spm-orblt mteractlon) were earned out for com-
panson Slater's statistical X a local-density functlonal16 
was used for the treatment of exchange and correlation 
effects 
The W(OOl) substrate was modeled with an atomic 
cluster conslstlng of 25 W atoms m two layers a 4 X 4 ar-
ray was used for the surface layer and a 3 X 3 array for 
the subsurface layer A ML of Ba on W(OOl) was 
modeled by positIOning the Ba atoms m the fourfold-
hollow sites of the surface layer mac( 2 X 2) arrange-
ment, resultmg m a Bas!W 16 W 9 cluster Three different 
heights for the Ba atom above the W(OOl) surface were 
Investlgated zSa =4 31ao, 4 50ao, and 4.69ao corre-
spondmg to 2 28, 2.38, and 248 A, respectively 
(ao=O 5292 A) For Ba and 0 on W(OOI), two different 
adsorptIon sites were considered for oxygen In the first 
case, 0 was adsorbed m the vacant fourfold-hollow Sites 
of the Ba!W(OOl) surface with zo=288ao and 
zSa =4 63ao, leadmg to a BaSO.!W 16W9 cluster In the 
second case, 0 was assumed to be adsorbed dtrectly 
below Ba with Zo =0 89ao and zSa =S 38ao, leading to a 
BasOs!W 16 W 9 cluster These clusters are Illustrated In 
Figs 1(a) and l(b) The Ba and 0 heights were those op-
timized by Hemstreet, Chubb, and PIckett 13 usmg thm-
film FLAPW calculatIOns 
The radll of the atomic spheres for the central atoms In 
each layer were chosen as 88% of the sphere radll, as 
determmed m the standard fashIon from the superposl-
tlon of nonrelatlvlstlc atomIC charge denSitIes 21 The 
sphere radII of the surroundmg atoms were set equal to 
those of the central atoms to Simulate the equivalences of 
an extended surface The numencal potentials of the 
mner atoms were converged m an environment of Identi-
cal potentials for the surroundmg atoms ThiS was ac-
complIshed by transferring the potentials from the mner 
to the outer atoms of the cluster at each iteratIon By us-
Ing thiS approach, the Inner atoms of the cluster were em-
o • Tl,lngsten Oxygen 
(0) (b) 
• Barium 
)4' M 
r,' ',I 
"v.~x , r , 
, , 
, , 
, , 
(c) 
FIG 1 Top and Side vIews of cluster models for a c(2X2) 
ML of Ba and 0 on W(OOl) In the (a) tIlted and (b) upnght 
configurations (c) Illustrates the SBZ of the clean W(OOl) sur-
face (sohd square) and that of the c(2X2) BaO!W(OOl) system 
(dashed square) 
bedded m an additional shell of atoms that enforced a 
proper local environment representative of an extended 
surface 
Projected local denSities of states were generated for 
the Inner atoms by convoluting the calculated energies of 
the mdlvldual states WIth Gaussian functIOns with full 
Widths at half maxIma of 02 eV The DOS shown below 
for Ba and BaO and W mclude the contnbutlons from 
one central Ba, 0 (for BaO!W), and W atom of the top 
layer of the cluster Although the umt cell for c( 2 X 2) 
coverages con tams one adatom per two tungsten atoms, 
the one-to-one ratio was chosen because the contributIons 
from the atomIc layers to the experimentally observed 
spectra are expected to decay rapidly below the upper-
most adsorbed layer 
IV. RESULTS 
In thIS sectIon, we present the results of our experImen-
tal measurements and theoretical calculatIons for the ad-
sorption of I ML of Ba and 0 on W The IPS spectra 
were taken at different angles of electron mCldence along 
the f ~ X and f I M symmetry hnes of the surface BrIl-
loum zone (SBZ) of the clean unreconstructed W(OOl) 
surface, correspondmg to the f'I'M' and f'~'x' dIrec-
tions of the SBZ of the c( 2 X 2) structure, respectIvely 
[cf FIg 1(c)) The spectra along the f ~ X lIne were tak-
en m the (00 1) mIrror plane and those along f I M were 
taken m the (011) mirror plane of the W(OOI) p (1 XI) 
structure The FermI edge was determmed from the on-
set of photon emISSion 
To derIve the expenmental two-dImensIOnal band 
structures, the component of the wave vector of the m-
commg electron parallel to the surface (k II) was deter-
mined uSing the equation 
fIkll =[2m (E, _~)J1/2slna , 
where a IS the angle of electron inCidence measured from 
the surface normal, E, IS the mltlal energy of the electron 
measured from EF , and ~ IS the work function of the sur-
face bemg studied A value of ~=2 63 eV was used for I 
ML of Ba on W(OOl) and ~=2 37 eV for 1 ML of Ba and 
o on W(OOI) 
A. Ba on W(OOl) 
IP~ 3'ectra for 1 ML of Ba on W(OOI) along the f ~ X 
and r l: M directions are shown In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), re-
spectlvelr Upon adsorption of Ba, all the W(OOl) surface 
states l6,1 seem to have been completely quenched and 
new features appear above E F 
Along the f ~ X symmetry hne these features mclude 
two well-defined peaks located at 06 and 34 eV and two 
shoulders located at 23 and 2.7 eV above EF A full 
descnptlon of these features can be found elsewhere 11 
Along the f I M symmetry hne only two features are 
observed above EF • one well-defined peak located at 06 
eV and a broad peak near 3.4 eV. Both of these features 
appear only between a =0- and 28.5". The peak located 
Immediately above EF shows a slight upward disperSIOn, 
whtle the one above the vacuum level (E v) disperses 
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slightly downward In this symmetry directIOn 
Calculated DOS for Ba heights of 2 28, 2 38, and 248 
A above the W substrate are shown In Fig 3 With the 
exception of differences associated with states possessing 
energies greater than 2 eV above E F, It IS found that the 
DOS IS changed inSignificantly as the Ba height IS vaned 
Although technically the only meaningful states associat-
ed with the calculations have energies less than the exper-
Imental vacuum level (27 eVl, It IS useful to momtor the 
behaVIOr of states that have energies greater than the ex-
penmental vacuum level but smaller than the cluster vac-
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FIG 2 IPS spectra for a c( 2 X 2) Ba overlayer ~~ ~(OOl) at 
different angles of inCidence a taken along (a) the r 6. X and (b) 
the f ~ M directions of the SBZ of clean W(OOI) 
uum level, provided these kinds of states have the poten-
tial to couple to the IPS process and can be observed as 
resonances We believe that a companson between 
theory and expenment for states Immediately above the 
expenmental vacuum level IS possible In this case, since 
the position of the calculated states With respect to the 
Fermi level IS found to be insensitive to the separation be-
tween the vacuum level and the calculated Fermi level 
The final-state energy shifts due to the occupation of the 
empty electronic levels are found to be small (+0 leV) 
Figure 4 shows the disperSIOn of all the observed peaks 
as a functIOn of k H m the left panel, and t~e theoretically 
calculated DOS for a Ba height of 2 38 A above the W 
substrate In the nght panel In contrast to sand p surface 
states that are observed with Inverse photoemlsslon for 
alkali-metal adsorptIOn on transition metals, 29 -) I the 
states In our case do not have free-electron-like disper-
sions Instead, all of the observed unoccupied states, 
With the exception of the one Immediately above E F , 
seem to possess little or no disperSion as IS expected for 
states With significant d character Our theoretical 
analYSIS reveals that the state Immediately above EF con-
tams a large Ba d contnbutlon near 06 eV and a dom-
Inatmg W contnbutlon m Its disperSive part up to I 6 eV 
The peaks located at or below the vacuum level show 
strong sensitivity to surface contamlnatlon and are, there-
fore, aSSigned to transitions Into Ba and W d surface 
states, a conclusIOn which IS supported by the calculated 
cluster DOS The peak located near 3 4 eV above EFt on 
the other hand, changes only slightly as a result of oxy-
gen adsorption Therefore, we believe that thiS state 
compnses a W bulk component ThiS IS consistent with 
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FIG 3 Fully relatlVlSl1cally calculated DOS for an ordered 
c(2X2) Ba adlayer on W(OOl) for three different Ba heights 
above the surface The total DOS are represented by sohd hnes 
and the Ba contnbutlOns by dotted hnes 
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FIG 4 Left panel Experimental two-dimensIOnal band 
structure for a C(2 X2) Ba overlayer on W(OOI) along the r ~X 
and r!. M symmetry lines of the unreconstructed W(OOl) sur-
face Right panel Fully relativistically calculated DOS for a 
Ba height of 2 38 A The sohd line represents the total DOS, 
the dashed and dotted hnes represent the Ba s + p and d contn-
butlons, respectively 
the DOS from LAPW calculatlOns for a 19-1ayer W{OOl) 
film, which predict a strong feature near 3 5 eY above EF 
ongmatmg from the lOner layers of the film. 32 Further-
more, a bulkhke state was observed near 3 5 eY In our 
IPS measurements of the clean unreconstructed tungsten 
surface The band from the unreconstructed surface and 
the one from 1 ML of Ba on W{OOl) overlap over large 
segments of the f X and f M hnes 16,28 However, recent 
Ba on W{OOl) coverage-dependent data33 taken 1D the 
f l: M directIOn for angles close to 35· reveal aBa-
mduced feature 10 the IPS spectra near 3.4 eY, a regIon 
where no tungsten unoccupIed states are observed. 28 We 
therefore attnbute the band near 3.4 eY to transItIons 
mto both Ba d and W bulk d states ThIs is consIstent 
wIth the DOS based on the present cluster model and 
also on FLAPW calculattons by Hemstreet and Chubb8 
for a c( 2 X 2) Ba adlayer placed on both sIdes of a five-
layer W{OOl) film, whIch show a strong enhancement of 
the W -related peaks at 3 2 e Y after adsorptIon of banum. 
Although our IPS measurements appear to mdlcate that 
both Ba and W contnbute to the state near 3.4 eY above 
E F' the cluster DOS seem to attnbute thIs state almost 
entirely to Ba d orbItals. ThIs apparent dIscrepancy IS 
due to the fact that the employed cluster con tams only 
two layers of W atoms, none of whIch IS representatIve of 
bulk atoms 
Overall, our expenmental and theoretIcal results are In 
good agreement wIth the calculattons of Hemstreet and 
Chubb8 In that the same features are obtamed above the 
FermI level Their calculatIOns confirm that the surface 
states and resonances of W{OOl) acquire slgmficant ad-
mIxture of Ba d surface states 10 the vlclmty of EF • In 
close agreement wIth the cluster results, theIr calculated 
DOS show broad peaks around 06 and 1 3 eY above EF 
TheIr dommant Ba-related peak (for a Ba heIght of 2 48 
A) IS located at 27 eY and vIrtually cOIncIdes with the 
cluster result for the same height (cf Fig 3) However, 10 
our expenmental spectra a peak at thiS energy appears 
only as a shoulder of the malO peak at 3 5 eY; It IS there-
fore hkely that the Ba heIght of 2.48 A IS shghtly too 
large. 
B. BaO on W(OOl) 
The IP~ ~~tra f~ _l...,!dL of Ba and 0 on W{OOI) 
along the r t:.. X and r 1: M symmetry hnes are shown 10 
FIgs 5(a) and 5(b), respectIvely. Spectra correspond1Og 
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FIG 5 IPS spectra for a c(2X2) BaO overlayer on W(OOI) 
at different angles of inCidence a taken along (a) the r ~ X and 
(b) the r!. M directIons of the SBZ of clean W(OOI) 
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to a c(2X2) Ba monolayer on W(OOI) taken at normal 10-
cldence are shown at the bottom of Figs 5(a) and 5(b) for 
companson Like the work-function results, the IPS 
spectra were also mdependent of the order of Ba and 0 
adsorption on the surface at toom temperature. Smce 
IPS IS a surface-sensitive techDlque, thiS suggests that the 
arrangement of the ada toms on the surface at room tem-
perature IS umque regardless of the order of deposition 
Figure 6 Illustrates the fully relatlVlstically calculated 
cluster DOS for the upnght and tilted geometnes for the 
C(2X2) BaO adlayer on W(OOl) For companson, we 
have also mcluded the quaslrelatlVlstlc DOS (without 
spm-orblt mteractlOn) for the tllted geometry. Because 
the fully and quaslrelatlvlstlc results for the tilted 
configuration differ slgmficantly, only the fully relativistic 
treatment IS appropnate 
The ex penmen tal two-dimensional band structure IS 
presented 10 Fig 7 along With the fully relatlVlstically cal-
culated DOS for the tilted configuration Only two 
features are observed above EF for the BaO monolayer 
One IS located near 06 eV and the other near 34 eV 
above EF , which IS 1 eV above Ey 
The agreement With expenment for the lower-energy 
peaks located at 05 and 075 eV appears to be better for 
the upnght configuratIOn, as can be seen by companng 
Figs 6 and 7 However, there IS a dlspanty between the 
expenmental results and the DOS for the upnght 
configuration 10 that the major calculated peak at 1 5 eV 
IS not observed along the two high-symmetry directions ( fAX and f ~ M) probed expenmentally Smce It IS 
very unlikely that the calculated peak centered around 
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FIG 6 QuaslCelatlvlstlcally and fully relatIVIstically calcu-
lated DOS for a C(2X2) BaO layer on W(OOI) for two different 
adsorption configurations (tilted and upnght) Sohd hnes 
represent the total DOS, dashed and dotted hnes represent the 
oxygen and banum contnbutlons, respectively 
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FIG 7 Left panel Expenmental two-dimensional band 
structure for a c(2X2) BaO overlayer on W(OOI) along the 
r AX and r l:M symmetry hnes of the unreconstructed W(OOI) 
surface RIght panel Fully relatlVlstlcally calculated DOS for 
BaO on W(OOI) In the tilted configuration The sohd hne 
represents the total DOS, the dashed and dotted hnes represent 
the oxygen and banum contnbutlons, respectively 
1 5 eV has a component that would not be observed ex-
penmentally along high-symmetry directions, we believe 
that the tilted fully relatiVistiC calculation prOVides the 
most SUitable model This conclUSion IS supported by the 
appearance of a peak in the calculated DOS near the res-
onance observed expenmentally at 3 4 eV 
While the band near 3 4 eV changed only shghtly after 
adsorption of oxygen, which IS consistent With thiS state 
havmg a W bulk component, the band near 06 eV 
changed significantly In contrast to Ba on W(OOl), the 
band near 0 6 eV does not disperse 10 the fAX direction 
It IS totally quenched With oxygen adsorption exceed 109 
1.0 L IPS data for 0.5 L of oxygen on W(OOI) reveal 
several oxygen-mduced unoccupied states 34 However, 
the calculated DOS for 1 ML of BaO on W(OOI) show 
only small 0 contnbutlons 10 the 0.5-1 O-eV energy 
range We believe that the absence of dispersion of the 
observed Ba states and the relatively small contnbutlOns 
of 0 unoccupied states above EF , 10 the case of Ba and 0 
on the W(OOl) surface, are the result of electrOnic charge 
transfer from Wand Ba to O. ThiS charge transfer 
causes these stat~ to become more locahzed and, there-
fore, less dispersive. In addltlon, a Ba-O surface dipole 
resultmg from the charge transfer from banum to oxygen 
IS created ThiS dipole opposes and more than compen-
sates for the WOO dipole and IS believed to contnbute to 
the net surface dipole responSible for lowenng the work 
function of the surface. 
Fmally, the nondlspersmg bands, which were observed 
for 1 ML of Ba on W(OOI) at 23 and 26 eV, are totally 
quenched after adsorptlon of 0, presumably due to them 
bemg moved above the vacuum level as a result of the 
sbght reduction of the work function and due to the con-
sobdatlon of the different Ba peaks mto one major feature 
10 the case of BaO on W (cf. Figs 4 and 7) 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The chemisorption of Ba and 0 on W(OOll was studied 
with Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy and relativistic 
cluster calculations Adsorption of Ba and BaO created 
c(2X2) LEED structures at ML coverages The 
behavior of the unoccupied electrOnic states above EF 
was investigated at this coverage It IS shown that the ob-
served unoccupied states possess strong Ba d character 
The states between 05 and 2 5 eV contatn contnbutlons 
from Ba and W surface states The state near 3 5 eV, 
which IS observed for both Ba and BaO on W(OOl), IS be-
beved to ongtnate from transitions tnto Ba d surface and 
W d bulk states 
Oxygen adsorption quenches the Ba!W(OOl) states lo-
cated at 2 3 and 27 eV and causes the loss of dispersIon 
tn the feature near 0 6 eV ThIs, and the absence of unoc-
cupied 0 levels, can be explatned by electronic charge 
transfer from Ba and W to 0 The addItional Ba-O dI-
pole counteracts the WoO dIpole, and IS beheved to be re-
sponsible for reducing the work function and enhancing 
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